
 

FlashVote helps you make a difference in your community

Survey Results: Coronavirus Impacts

 Survey Info - This survey was sent on behalf of City of Roseville to the FlashVote community for Roseville, CA.

These FlashVote results are shared with local officials

1309
Total Participants

1006 of 1703 initially invited (59%)

303 others

Margin of error: ± 3%

Applied Filter:

Locals only

Participants for filter:

965

Started:

Apr 20, 2020 11:08am

Ended:

Apr 22, 2020 11:05am

Target Participants:

All Roseville

Q1 The City of Roseville would like to know how the pandemic and the stay-at-home situation is affecting you so

we can effectively address community needs.

Because of the coronavirus outbreak and stay-at-home order, which of the following best describes your

current work situation?

(965 responses by locals)

I had to quit working in 2018 to serve as caregiver for family members with serious diseases.
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Options Locals (965)

I’m not working because I've been laid off or lost a job 6.5% (63)

I’ve had work hours cut or my pay/income dropped 6.4% (62)

I’m still working, but my location changed to home/remote 28.3% (273)

I’m still working at a place of business or service (essential workers, etc.) 11.8% (114)

I’m still working remotely, like before (from home, appointments, etc.) 8.3% (80)

I’m not working, by choice (retired, homemaker, etc.) 33.5% (323)

Other: 5.0% (48)

https://www.flashvote.com/
https://www.flashvote.com/
https://www.flashvote.com/users/sign_in
https://www.flashvote.com/users/sign_up


two days a week working onsite and three days from home.

I am at home with 3 school age children.

I'm in a nursing program which is cancelled. Ihave to repeat the semester which delays graduation.

Retired with a retail website selling my handcrafted jewelry & more but have no hope of sales there

I am retired. I am fortunate.

One in household retired, the other laid off.

Not working because it's not safe for ne

1 job working from home, 2 other jobs no income

I am retired

Working from home 3 days, in the office 2 days a week

I am not legally allowed to work. I am a massage therapist. We need to keep the community sa

Nothing in my daily life has changed

I telecommute for the state. My wife has been forced to shut her small business.

Retired

I am retired but all my volunteer work has stopped.

I'm an online college student from home, wife is advice line nurse who started working from home

retired

I'm retired

Our office has us split into two teams. We alternate working from home and the office every week.

My wife and I are retired and staying at home other than grocery shopping.

I’m now working remotely with my hours/salary greatly reduced

Not working because my own business is closed

Self employed Interior Designer. Trying to work a little, but most work is on hold due to SIP.

I started a new job the week of the stay-at-home order and work full time at an essential business

I'm retired and not working

Three in home: 2 retired; 1 expat returned to USA due to virus and is unemployed

Retired, but staying home more, can't fish

I'm retired; reside in Sun City Roseville

retired

Unemployed but not COVID-19 related.

self employed teaching artist, art as entertainment gigs, & fundrasing

The state and county have made it nearly impossible to work; I'm a realtor.

My hours have been reduced, but I am still being paid full time.

Not working but still getting paid.

I'm retired. My husband works from home and he also has a business that is still open.

I began working remotely from home but it will likely be furloughed in a month or two.

I'm a realtor and business has slowed greatly

I am working both from home and the office in the mornings

I would be

There is no remote wrk for my position, my employer (SacCntyCourt)has us on Paid Admin. Leave

Disabled

I’m still working; I’m a home care provider via IHSS for my autistic son. My husband lost his job.

I am being paid to stay home

Unemployed, funds ran out and unable to look for work. I had a work I

Struggling to keep my two essential businesses open and employees employed

I have a doggie day care center. I am not working because people are keeping their pets at home whi

Not working-non-essential business-self employed

weekstillpaidremotestopped
substitute started

greatlyhours



Q2 Right now, which of the following are your biggest concerns, if any? (You can choose up to TWO)

(944 responses by locals)

Q3 Over the last few weeks, which of the following, if any, are TRUE for you or a member of your household?

(Choose all that apply)

(940 responses by locals)

Locals
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Options Locals (944)

Financial health (losing income or savings, paying expenses/bills) 27.2% (257)

Mental health (being stuck at home, not socializing) 19.7% (186)

Physical health (catching the virus, getting seriously ill) 41.5% (392)

Societal health (long-term effects on economy, businesses, education, social norms) 70.9% (669)

None of these is a major concern for me yet 7.0% (66)

Not Sure 0.4% (4)

Options Locals (940)

Had difficulties dealing with childcare 6.0% (56)

Been concerned about my child’s learning and well-being 23.7% (223)

Working way more hours than before 11.2% (105)

Had difficulties getting healthcare 6.6% (62)

Been concerned about the survival of a business I work for or own 17.8% (167)

Had difficulties buying something because a store was closed/out-of-stock 74.1% (697)

Running out of money to pay for rent/housing 8.0% (75)

Running out of money to pay for basic living expenses like food 6.8% (64)

My biggest problem or concern right now is: 34.0% (320)



Praying for Wise leadership and community cooperation.

The government not letting my small business go back to work and restricting my freedoms

It was difficult enough to find a job before

Trying to get on with the federal Paycheck Protection Program to save my business from failing.

uncertainity about when we will be going back to work/impacts of closure on health and economy

Boredom

People who want to re-open too early.

Trying to school my children and work full time is practically impossible

Being cooped up in my house. No activities to go to.

Feeling there is not anyone who really cares about me enough to check on me & see how I'm doing

Normalcy

Lifting the stay at home recommendations too soon.

With continued lockdown, the long-term effects on our economy and how that will affect our business

Opening up too soon and spreading the virus more

Economy and retirement investments.

small business owner not getting the loans they need to keep their business going the government is

whether my tenant can continue paying the rent.

Time to take steps to get back to our normal routines. Societal lock down is overkill.

Getting bored and wanting to get out for activities of interest.

The damage to the economy, the future for my children

i am WFH but husband is off, filed for unemployment, they accepted his entry, no money recieved yet

Lifting social distance/stay at home/mask wearing rules.

Our financial future as seniors depending on Soc. Security and investments with economy crashing

Partisan bickering

I am still paying for College and my son is still in high school but the level of learning is less

Protesters being potentially violent

Other members of my community don't understand science and are hellbent on endangering others

Getting on with life. Getting tested for Virus.

Losing my job
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People returning to daily activities too soon.

Those who have lost their jobs and those without a social safety net

Catching the virus and possibly spreading to others unintentionally, even with 6 ft. distancing.

I own a real estate company, how is the going to affect the market...

The loss of rental income. Unable to do necessary repair work on my now vacant rental.

When will it end

Stability of Federal Government

No problems. Just a little tired staying home.

The lack of mass testing and immunization, nothing else will help to reopen the economy

I'm concerned that local governments will bow to pressure and open too soon and cost lives.

our health care system and premature "opening up" of the economy that threatens it

the spread of covid-19

Economic and societal impact of closures

My adult children who are out of work.

Elected officials are going to not pay strong enough attention to health care professionals.

Making sure the community adheres to the stay at home orders in order to flatten the curve.

Long term impact on people and business and economy because of Shelter-In-Place.

Family member is in a high risk group, so staying isolated as much as possible until a med. fix.

The economy of the USA

My health...

Concerned about financial losses due to retirement investments

I am most concerned about my daughter who works at Sutter Health and works with suicidal teens.

Getting our freedom’s back, open businesses back up, get people back to work ASAP.

Government taking our rights as US citizens

The state is keeping the entire state shut down when some parts of it are rural or suburban

Concerned about my neighbors and local businesses surviving

Health of me and my family

Too many people are out and not using any protection

Damage to the economy and society. Placer County needs to reopen for business.

City keeping courts and fields closed when the county said they should reopen for households.

Other people not obeying social distancing order!

Not being able to work

Lack of testing/traceability plan and lack of coordinated plan from US Government.

economic recovery

Our child’s loss of income

autistic child not receiving needed in person therapies

My husbands health and not having at home support.

Worrying about trying to find work in the long term if I don’t get rehired

Worry about loosening restrictions too soon and virus spreading again or worse. Also the economy.

The return to a thriving economy

I have no worries. I'm not scared of this virus

getting toilet paper

When will a vaccine be available

The extreme negative effect the close down off nearly all business is having on the economy

not getting the virus

Boredom

Boredom

the long terms effects of the virus, even after America is "opened". Shortage of food and supplies



I think I’m losing my constitutional rights and our governor is going to Make it worse.

When businesses will open back up

When will a vaccine be available and how good will it be?

People not wearing masks in public areas, not physical distancing.

Shortages of food and household necesities are the biggest stress right now.

Concern that others may not follow safe practices and cause pandamic to be worse than last few week

My husband is in the medical field - thus, at risk daily.

Catching the virus.

Trying to juggle "homeschool" and my job

If the business I work for will get a small business loan

Removing restrictions to early without proper testing in place and spreading the virus.

Taking care of grandchildren because daycare/schools are closed while their parents go to work

Financial health of adult children; Access to/caring for 88 y.o. Dad

Not catching the COVID 19 virus.

Opening up too soon causing a second wave of virus

I want to get covid-19 to get it over with. We need to socialize and make that happen.

as a member of the vulnerable group, I am disturbed by the lack of others wearing masks and gloves

No real issues other than financially assisting my son who lost his job.

Long term and short term affects on businesses

Inaccurate reporting of virus cases, getting economy back to normal

The shut down!

Mental and physical health

Precautions will be abandoned and a uncontrollable resurgence of the virus will occur.

Reopening too early and causing a second wave of coronavirus outbreaks

Getting needed work done in my home (mold remediation and exhausted smoke detector replacements).

for hospital staff and first responders if a state is opened too quickly and cases spike

Cut in my income, worried about getting this virus

separation from my grandchildren, church and gym

Not catching it due to many more trips needed to find basic supplies

Biggest concern is the impact on the economy.

Getting back to church.

Fatigue

the governor lifting the restrictions too soon

Concerned about going out and how the future will look.

As a retiree, I am experiencing no difficulties.

Finding things to do and not being bored/stagnent

Wondering about the stock market ...

Future taxes to pay for all of the government support of people not working.

Land fill for green waste is closed to city residents. Need to get rid of recent tree trimmings.

finding a job

Trying to return home from abroad

mental health impacts of not interacting with others

Being a self-employed business and not able to get any assistance currently.

A sane and healthy way to return to our new normal

Worried about the economy.

Grandchildren’s schooling and ability for them to socialize (play sports etc)

the future of our lives, business, healthcare and overall lifestyle.

Concerned about people who have lost their jobs and can't afford basic needs.



People who do not follow the guidelines for public spaces and concern that food prep employees are

Being able to get to church and activities at my church

The health and financial well being of others.

Staying healthy--in a high-risk group--and worried about survival of our local small businesses

Wondering why the City of Roseville doesn't furlough employees in response to declining tax revenue

The economy, local and nationally

effect of the pandemic on the financial markets

our employees in prolonged shut down

Helping family who are a long way away that I can’t get to and can’t get to me.

My social life. I’m a volunteer & social person! PEO member & no meetings.

Increasing aggressive behavior around distancing. Eg threatening in jest or actual people who get t

virus isn't spreading enough for herd immunity while hospitals go bankrupt - open society

Job opportunities for my adult children

Keeping shelter in place till it is safe

State government incompetence. Disgusting!

When the county will be able to ramp up testing

National economy

Trying to not get the virus & give to loved ones :-(

Evictions for commercial tenants

Not being around family

Senior care where assistance is needed for in home care but because of the virus, we can’t set a ne

Getting people back to work

People who aren't adhering to the stay at home and social distancing orders.

Catching the virus

Not being able to work and socialize with family and friends

Getting the economy going again!

My sons senior year and mental health around no graduation and also what it will mean for college

Drop in property value

Long term effect on the economy, retirement savings and property values.

Loss of freedom to live my life.

Is the long term affect on how we socialize and live our day-to-day lies and the drain on business.

safety of healthcare workers

living alone and no interaction with friends or family.

People not following directives regarding staying home and wearing face masks

No big problems or concerns

Helping my senior parents who just moved to Roseville in March

Releasing restrictions to early and then having to shut down again

Voting out Trump

When is the lockdown safe to return to some new normal.

Mental health due to closed outdoor activities - golf, parks, lakes, trails, etc

Not being able to return to my usual occupation

Catching virus and dealing with knee pain

concern for the future--health of my family if the virus continues to spread, also the economy

As it pertains to roseville is to stop finding ways to spend money. Be fiscally smart.

Missing ua

getting food and house necessities

The country surviving Donald Trump

If I needed a doctor



staying healthy

Small businesses being forced to close.

Being stuck at home!

ending dumb quarantine for less than the regular flu

Confusion bewteen State rules and local conditions. Physical distancing works

Extremely angry community members who are STILL unwisely calling this whole thing a hoax.

Mental health of children

Spouse going back to work in childcare in order to save for her retirement.

My 80+-year-old parents rely on me. I'm worried I'll be exposed and infect them.

Being able to handle my family if a need arises

Survival of one daughter's small business and employment of daugher who returned to USA due to viru

Extremely long and stressful work hours of spouse who is an "essential worker"

the order being too restrictive.

Economy

Civil unrest

worry about shut effect on my grown children economically and my long term economic losses.

Virus and some who are not cooperating so we can flatten the curve

Safety

Lack of testing and accurate numbers of infection

Still, getting sick. My husband and I have other health issues that could exacerbate the situation

Businesses being closed because of virus and we want to go to church.

Getting health care needs met that are unrelated to the virus

Financial impact to our society

The safety of food (meat specifically) and the availability of food delivery to stores

worried about effect on our retirement account which is all we have to live on when we retire

wishing I could help out my daughter (single working parent) care for her school aged children

People are still not abiding by the rules of distancing therefore risking my family's health.

We will reopen the county too soon and the virus spreads

My grandsons doing home schooling in the Bay Area without their grandmother.

Closing the golf courses was moronic, an absolute overkill and devoid of common sense.

Getting the economy going

Home schooling grandchildren and the release of citizens back to a normal life

All the trash our citizens are leaving in our park and trails.

We are well. We are concerned for & praying for our neighbors & community.

Students that don't hv strong family & not doing schooling & having activities to do such as sports

Would like to get back to my gym.

getting out

Keeping up with my work and keeping my dad safe

Health

Staying healthy and away from situations where I might “catch” COVID-19

The financial health & recovery of local, statewide & nationally owned business.

Getting people tested so they can get back to work

Economy and Mental Health

Shutting things down is okay for a month, but we need a return to normalcy.

Our local economy

Live alone and not have anyone to check on me daily.

getting a cure/ getting back to normal

idiot Hoarders



staying healthy

Wondering how businesses in the community will be able to survive being forced to close for so long

how this affects the economy and my retirement savings

People hoarding necessary supplies others need for daily living.

recovering my biz after 4 hard working years of getting it rolling, just getting ready expand

My neighbors not taking this seriously enough

Limited time spent with family & grandkids because parents work in essential services

availability & rules prohibiting acompaning my elderly mom to in-office healthcare

Children social impact

Not getting anyone sick

My Biggest Fear is opening of public places where Seniors frequent too soon (Sr Ctr, golf courses)

Loss of American freedoms

No problems currently and grateful I live in Roseville rather than a huge city.

Our economy going to crap because everything is still shut down!! REOPEN OUR STATE!!!!!

The economy

Concerned about my fellow humans getting COVID-19 coronavirus and dying from this virus.

Protecting mental health of my disabled child re: understanding the virus and affects on normalcy

Keeping my wife healthy since she is still working in a grocery store.

Fear of getting sick and possibly dying.

Not able to travel to Alameda County to assist with the death (non COVID19) of a friend.

My teens dont believe they're at risk & continue to hang out with their friends.

People not following the social distance order.

Economic aftermath

Not able to visit my father at his assisted living facility

long term availability of goods and services

Retirement savings

Not getting as many hours to earn enough income to meet expenses

Boredom

none

Member of household working remotely in cramped quarters

That people who need to go back to work can't because of the dem leadership in this state.

My 77 year old Dad already on oxygen

I feel like there is no balance and that restrictions should be looked at by location.

My child has a rare disease with treatment that suppresses his immune system.

Finding TP

All the unknowns. Health, safety, work, retirement.

I'n high risk

No problems

Economy & liberties will not return quickly enough to prevent civil unrest. Can't sustain this.

the damage caused to this country do to SAH oder, is worse than the virus

Keeping track of care for my 91 year old mother in assisted living facility.

Staying safe

Unable to visit my family

our future and worried about getting the virus

Husband is main bread winner and is furloughed

Mental health, worry, routine

The massive overreaction by government officials

Not being able to travel to state parks, as we spend a LOT of time at Folsom Lake



The future of our economy

Not biggest, but concerned re: the long-term effects on financial wellbeing of middle class & below

Can’t retire anymore

My toddler boy getting enough social stimulation.

Trump and his administration increasing risk of lasting recession and war.

getting infected, or a family member getting infected

Not being able to care for my elder relatives

Doing business when things open up will be financially exploded and possibly life threatening

economy

Concern for at risk family members

Maintaining my good health.

Don't know who has virus; I will not go out without vaccine; 12-18 months at home?

is for others with any of the above issues. We have none because we are retired with savings

Employers not hiring besides grocery, warehouses, and delivery drivers. No professional interviews

Way people are behaving, at post office, fed ex, grocery store, being rude, not observing 6', etc

Being immune compromised and getting basics.

My depression and mental health

Staying sane, leadership of our country, and people who think it’s ok to still gather and protest.

My father who lives with me & can't get shots that help w/ dementia and my Dr husband in so cal

I work in home health and use transit and hours have been reduced to get to work

Maintaining relationships without physically seeing special people in my life

finding a new job since the economy has so much uncertainty

Is the coronavirus as serious as stated, or a political stunt to ruin the economy.

No concerns

When will it be over

How the economy is going to get started up again

For my husband who is in the high risk category as I am a healthcare provider.

Feds not helping States- testing,PPE

Well planned phased recovery

Getting use to being lazy

Anxiety/depression

When I return to work that I have PPE for dental hygiene work

How the fear mongering has affected our citizens and caused the greatest dissension in our country

Trying to work a full day and spend a good part of my day teachIng my kids

too much traffic, because of poor planning by the city of Roseville.

The health of our community and the education of our next generation.

None

My kids’ schooling; what the next school year holds

Not getting sick with covid19

More layoffs at Adventist Health

My step-son was laid off and and now has no income. Unemployment benefits are slow in coming.

Mental heath of the students in our community

The future of our economy.

Wondering if there is a cure and when we will be back to normal

People disregarding warnings, not wearing protection, not taking precautions, and then getting sick

If someone I love catches covid-19 and is hospitalized, they could die alone-no visitors allowed

Is my son catches everything

Opening up everything too soon



Stopping the spread of disease

Q4 What is a specific need, idea or solution that you think would be really helpful to some people in our

community right now? 

(Think big or small, but please be specific about what would help, and who would be helped – the less

obvious, the better)

(494 responses by locals)

The "feel good" stuff really helps! The #weare Roseville campaign is good. More things like that to help us feel connected to each other.

enforce the social distancing suggestions. stop rolling back the covid rules

More affordable housing, in general. People who do not qualify for low income housing still can't afford the housing/rental prices in the area. There

are plenty of people that fall in the middle and can't pay the rent or mortgages in the regular market, but don't qualify for low income housing.

What are we supposed to do (not only during COVID, but in "regular" times)? Ideas: Rent limits or higher income low income housing.

Reopening businesses.

Masks for all in public when 6ft distance cannot be maintained. Let any business open that can comply.

People need to stay home and quit socializing. Health is way more important than a pickup game of basketball.

Start opening stuff back up. 130 cases in the county doesn’t justify shutting the entire city down.

Open the parks, stores, businesses. Our area is not having the hospital surge that the shut down was supposed to help.

Start immediately to let people get back to work. Continue precautions (no large gatherings, maintain personal distances, etc.) but let's get the

country moving again

I worry about our elderly. I don't know the solution for making sure they are cared for, but they are my biggest worry.

Open our business back up!!! Let the consumer decide if they want to patronize the business. OPEN the parks back up! Currently you have more

exposure going to Walmart!! Why are we not improving our roads and infrastructure during this? Instead of a stimulus check how about we stop

income and sales tax for this year. Get our community back to work!!!!

Publicizing ideas about what back to work would look like for service industries and libraries. Planning to protect workers and the public. How to

protect the essential workers in health and food industries? What testing can we do to protect people as they go back to work

We know how to social distance and disinfect ourselves. Those that are high risk can isolate. Government is killing itself and jobs with lockdowns.

Your making it worse

Reopen the economy

The federal payment is missing and unexplained for me. I'm 79, a taxpayer for many many years. Why no payment for me or my wife? The IRS

website is NOT helpful. So, my solution is to fix the Federal government. Good luck with that.

Open sports activities, parks, etc. Open schools, even if it's just until the end of the semester. Children have not been affected by this virus. If there

are children with compromised immune systems, have personalized home schooling.

Should be focusing on seniors. Many are on their own. Living off social security, not enough money for food.

Give measurable goal posts that will allow society to get back to normal

COVID 19 is bad. It's more deadly and contagious than the flu. However, right now in Placer County, it's not a threat! There have been 0 or 1 new

cases over the past week. There are only 10 hospital beds being used for the virus. We need to allow people to go back to work in a reasonable and

responsible way! There is too much panic and misinformation!

stay healthy, stay the course.. be conscious of one another.. We are all in this together

Insuring that there are cleaning and disinfectant supplies and masks available to essential businesses.

More testing to understand that many people have already survived this virus. Encourage businesses to open up and encourage people that are

high risk to stay home. Have stores employ enough people to monitor the number of customers in a store.

antibody testing and information so we know if we could be safe to go out or back to work

Open up business

Open up City with strict distancing guidelines.

Opening businesses that will become essential. Ex: haircuts for men, women, and pets., massage therapy, nail salons, ect. Maybe requiring

workers and customers to wear masks when possible.

I think we need to loosen the restrictions enough to aim for herd immunity while protecting the most vulnerable and trying not to overwhelm the

health care system (but I don't think we're even close to that now)
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Probably beginning some sort of rent control in the area as done in San Francisco.

To incrementally open up business and services with perhaps new social distancing guidelines in place. Like salons, stores, medical services, but

only so many clients allowed in at a time, etc.. With of course emphasis on the elderly and imuunocompromised to continue to social isolate as

much as possible.

Forgivable SBA loans. Having businesses take on more debt on not the answer.

Elderly care homes and those that are financially affected by this crisis.

I've seen clips on the news of kids dressing up and taking walks. Maybe a dress up day could be organized where the kids dressed up and went out

in front of their houses and the fire trucks could go around neighborhoods (like they do during Christmas with Santa) to judge or take pictures.

Seems like the kids need more to keep occupied during this stressful time for everyone.

Let's begin the process of re-opening businesses and putting people back to work!

Easy covid testing

Extra attention on protest security if it unfolds

Help small businesses obtain PPP loans and stop commercial evictions

Food and cleaning supply give away. Being announced well ahead of time/location so we can get there.

make home delivery for groceries/items an essential position. less people at risk

Better coordination of food bank/assistance efforts within the community. It seems services are available but not coordinated with personnel

available to implement.

Stop showing dispatchers on social media ignoring social distancing

Tested

Maintain social distancing as requested.

I know this is obvious, but testing. Businesses need to begin to open in May. The only way to begin a new normal is testing.

Mandatory Mask use when out in public. Where is the City Council or Mayor? No leadership from Roseville, only from the County. No updates,

reports or anything from the Council. No COVID19 testing in Roseville.

Provide complete, transparent information through city website - (not just # of those testing positive, but specific ages and underlying health

conditions of those who are dying.) Share common sense guidelines. Relieve shelter-in-place restrictions and allow ALL businesses to open that are

able to utilize safe distancing guidelines (most small businesses can employ the very guidelines being used in the businesses that have been

allowed to remain open. Also, it seems better to spread out commerce into multiple places of business rather than funneling all of Roseville into a

few places that become very busy.) Respect the liberty of citizens and businesses to act for themselves (discourage social policing).

Take steps to open up businesses and get workers back to work. Restaurants, etc., employees are suffering.

Getting people back to work as soon as is possible. Not just for economic reasons, but for society and peoples mental health as well.

Local leaders coming together and showing that they support the new regulations for slowing the spread, debunking the misinformation going

around, and more specific and detailed support for people navigating small business loans, EDD and other aid. If other community leaders were

stepping up to 1/10 of what I see Scott Alvord doing, we'd be in much better shape. At this point Scott Alvord and Dr. Aimee Sisson are the only

local public officials I have faith in or respect for.

We need some local restrictions or delays placed on commercial landlords. It is currently the luck of the draw whether a landlord will work with a

business on delayed rent or not and other cities and counties have restrictions in place that go deeper than what Newsome has put in place.

Cars speeding on empty streets

The city reassure everyone we are doing well, hang in there, we'll get through this together. There still is a need for social distancing.

State and local governments should stop wasting money trying to “save the world”, and instead cut unnecessary costs, support business and

concentrate on the basics. We are headed for recession and it’s going to get tough for many.

Limiting the number of items people are aloud to purchase. It is really difficult to find important items needed to protect my family.

Open salons and barber shops . They can do it effectively and safely . Would help mental health .

Knowing what the truth is without all of the finger pointing. Just some facts about the situation the lack of effective communication is very

frustrating and causing unnecessary stress and anxiety for the community.

Open business back up. The projections that were made about all the death, illness, etc. we’re wildly overinflated.

Where to buy face masks is one of the biggest concerns that I here.I know quite a few people that own restaurants and the to go business is not

paying their bills.

Enforce early shopping hours for people 65 and older. The lack of enforcement cause elders to continue competing with younger people for critical

shortages of PPE and cleaning supplies.

More small business loans to help our small businesses during this time. Easier access to food for low income families/seniors (home delivery for

them)

Computer access for those who don't have one or the internet. Help at food banks and food closets. Most previous volunteers are in the population

that is most vulnerable to go out and help.

I feel for people that can't go back to work. Hopefully that can happen soon.

I believe that I am not alone in wanting to donate food and clothing ... or other items ... to those entities that serve the poor/homeless and the

public in general. But how can we do that when they are closed? Even their websites! A list of Roseville non-profits and their needs - and what to

donate - and HOW - would be helpful to all.

Tools so vulnerable know their options. Like seniors not knowing how to use delivery services for grocery.



Drive thru testing centers, contact tracing

Connecting people to resources. A lot of seniors don't/won't go online for example. That is limiting their ability to get things done. I know some

churches have reached out to get people Roku sticks or Fire sticks to get online. Having resources for seniors to call to get help with technical

issues would be a helpful resource. Also I'm concerned for all the assisted living facilities or skilled nursing facilities as they are so hard hit by Covid

throughout the country. Might be valuable for the city leadership to touch base with each facility to see if they have what they need.

I think community-based supports for our local small businesses is huge. As we move through the CV-19 crisis, many of our small businesses will

be forced to close permanently. The rollout of SBA loans has been challenged, at best. San Mateo County has developed a local fund, SMC Strong,

that supports local businesses impacted by the crisis. There are plenty of affluent individuals and private companies operating in Placer County -

we could create a similar fund to support our local small business network during the CV-19 crisis. I would also love to see a county-wide

eviction/foreclosure moratorium that goes deeper than the statewide model. Specifically, prohibit landlords from posting eviction notices and filing

with courts; establish a payback timeline for back rent/mortgage; and pursue bridge funding for landlords (not large property firms, but landlords

who own and manage properties locally) during the payback period.

First, mass testing, then mass immunization, nothing else will help working and not-working population get to normal. Politicians, including WH are

misleading the population. They failed U.S. with America preparedness, no excuses, even when Chinese virus was released from the military bio-

labs in this country with criminally-irresponsible government and communist regime still in power...

Middle income families are having a really hard time finding meats and paper products, due others being hoarders or stores not getting shipments

now because the virus has hit the mfg employees. Could the city get involved and set up a distribution sites for the most needed items and set a

family limits?

Ways to thank Roseville residents for complying with "stay home" requirements and help them understand that their sacrifices are the main

antidote to the Coronavirus until such time as a vaccine is available, and that health care workers depend on us all to stay home so they can care

for our fellow citizens and fight the epidemic.

people need to go back to work the economy is dyeing it would help our community but that is state wide if the mask helps stop the spread the

people should be able to return to work employers should take temperatures of their employee send them home if sick or have a fever school are

really bad they want you to send your kid to school with a fever not more then 100 how stupid is that I hope they change the or be forced to by the

health department stop exporting our manufacturing out of the county roseville use to strong with the electronics here bring it back lower the

business rents .property owners are greedy here rents are to high

Put up bathrooms for the homeless since libraries, restaurants and parks are closed.

Shelter in place for those that are high risk and start allowing the rest of the population to get back to work and school.

There's only 5 weeks of "school" left; parents are starting to get very worried about what to do this summer with children. We need help with more

tools, virtual camps and other activities.

The city should be providing covid-19 testing. Without testing, there is no accurate data. Without data, there can be no effective plans.

Open Roseville back up!

I see many people without masks. Supply masks, disinfectant wipes to those who may need them.

Open everything as before. Inform people that if they are elderly, compromised or uncomfortable venturing out stay home. The community,

families, churches and as a LAST resort the government, could deliver things/aid those unable to come out.

The biggest concern I've expressed is that people are not adhering to stay-at-home orders. These have been proven to work (by science, not

politics). When I see friends hanging out in the park or playing basketball together or even gathering at a neighbor's house it is quite upsetting as

this is going to contribute to the longer we are locked down. I think the city needs to continue to communicate the importance of staying at home

and social distancing. The more we do this, the shorter we will have (and the less risk we have of another wave). I also am so grateful for what the

city has done for small businesses with loans. Continuing to promote and advertise programs like this are essential.

Do not rush to lift the sheltering requirements. The risk of a spike in infections is too great. Please think long and hard about how to stage the re-

opening to protect the community. Don't be politicians, act like leaders and be willing to make the hard decisions.

Provide safe ways for community to escape that trapped indoor feeling. Many families are stuck inside small apartments with multiple family

members and need an out. Allow churches to host outdoor services (picnic style w members from same household). Allow outdoor farmers

markets. (Healthier than indoor grocery store). Allow stores to open outdoor booths and have outdoor sidewalk sales. Host music or movies in the

park with safe outdoor distancing.

Everyone should wear a proper mask when leaving their residence.

To much press. Not sure who to believe.

Allow businesses to reopen and let people decide individually how much they want to isolate themselves from others.

testing and more testing

Open things up! Limit capacity if necessary, but open up!

Start to open up businesses. We are smart enough to practice safe distancing, stay home if sick, etc. We are Americans and this loss of freedom to

move about is wrong. Is the virus really worse than the seasonal flu? Or had the media blown it way out of proportion? Let’s get back to some

sense of normalcy before mental depression takes over. Thank you.

We need to think ahead to how children can continue to have remote schooling for those families with household members in high risk groups. For

our family, if schools reopen before a medical solution is available, we WILL NOT be sending our kids back to school. We anticipate this will cause

issues as schools are funded based on attendance and we are currently unable to support a full home schooling approach. We will need to be able

to access remote learning for our children even if many/most kids are able to return due to the medical realities of our family.

Allow restaurants to open for dining while keeping up extra cleaning and keeping tables farther apart. Allow other businesses to open if they can

maintain social distancing.

Help the idiots that think this isn't important/real and aren't following social distancing guidelines. Enforce social distancing.

Opening park facilities for households. Mental health is going to take a big hit.

Enforce the social distancing orders and find out why so many people are out driving around.

I believe/hope that people will now realize that they are not in control. They need to return to a spiritual center, trust in God and be hopeful.



That stores REQUIRE social distancing AND MASKS!! That they have hand sanitizer available..we .We had to get something to fix a problem in our

house...Lowes had NO protection set up. Home D epot did Tell people where and how to get tested, BEFORE we open up!

Open things up but still require masks, social distance

Connecting with neighbors and making sure basic needs are being met.

Give us the test to see if we have the antibodies to start society again.

Sell commercial versions of toilet papers in retail outlets.

I think if there was a local job board that paired those who are out of work with those businesses who need temporary workers would be great.

Everything is scattered and information is inconsistent. It would be helpful to have consistent information.

Lift the stay at home orders and open up the economy again. The data is flawed (millions of Californians have already been infected with Covid-19,

focus on the antibodies testing). Focus on protecting the senior community.

the need for people to tell n9t allow the government to dictate our society. This scare tactic has highlighted the weakness of the public and their

dependence on the government to try and protect them

I'm not sure

Immediately ease the restrictions that has resulting in the closing of nearly all business locally, statewide and nationally.

Fully stocked stores

Some type of web page that notified residents where essential products and goods are in stock.

Get Government out of the way. Government should inform the people and then we the people will do what is needed.

City by city plan for reopening. Colfax is the same as Roseville. Maybe they can start opening some local businesses earlier

Honesty ! Period ! I do believe we had a threat, but I do not believe we needed to shut the city, county, state, country down for it. When I say

honesty, I also mean honesty in the "numbers" of people truly infected and the severity. How many deaths were truly caused by Covid-19? This

doesn't seem any worse than a normal flu season. And, I heard that the death rate of those put on a ventilator is 80% because that is NOT the way

to treat this flu. Also, I think we waited too long to start testing people. You had to be 1/2 dead before they would allow you to be tested. We will all

be better prepared for the next flu season.

We need to re-establish our constitutional rights. No mandatory vaccines. There are too many people who have sensitivities to vaccines, and we

need to be honest about whether they are harmful and whether they are effective.

More testing for carriers and phone apps that can show proximity to anyone testing positive for the virus

Although the park playground equipment, picnic areas, and exercise stations have signage saying that they are closed, but I still see people using

them. They think that if there is no one there at that time, it is ok because they are "social distancing". The signs should say something about how

long the virus lives on hard surfaces so they'll stay off of them, even when others aren't on them.

While addressing concern of containing virus spread, finding ways for businesses to maintain their place of business through no cost loans,

state/federal funding to prevent leases, other monthly debt accumulating to prevent reopening at the appropriate time, when the virus is contained

and no longer spreading. In addition, addressing individual need for food, shelter expenses through programs to help off set those costs, evictions,

etc., to allow individuals peace of mind, they can return to employment, again after the virus is contained.

Opening hair and nail salons with 6 ft spacing reqmt.

Stop the fear mongering. More people die from the flu every year.

Controlling hiarding

All businesses need to limit purchases so everyone can make needed purchases

I feel the coronavirus has been with us since early last fall, we thought it was the normal flu virus. Most people got over it. some had to go to the

hospital and some died. If that is the case there are a great number of people with the Corvid19 antibody in California. The answer is wide spread

testing for the antibody. If it proves out then we can start opening with some caution, if not we start opening with a great deal of caution.

People need to wear masks.

National Testing, and from that result do " Selective quarantine" No national lock down, Quarantine high risk areas.

Property tax relief would be great as that's a large sum of money for home owners. I know that's a county decision, but if enough cities suggest it,

perhaps it'll find some ears.

Curious as to what is being looked at for the blind, deaf, mobility-challenged individuals. What can be or needs to be done to assist them? Is there

a way to look in on them?

We need antibody tests for every single person in the City. It will benifit all. Do not open Roseville prematurely

The biggest need I see is working on getting the economy on the path to normalcy. Too many people (including family members) are not working

and are having issues paying bills and surviving. Moving towards normalcy even at a slower pace would give people hope.

Forgive people's utilities bills if they are out of work.

We need testing for the virus to see who has it (asymptomatic) and who has the antibodies. Can it be transmitted by people who have the virus but

are asymptomatic?

We need to find a way to get people back to work. Provide masks, let people get back to some of the activities they enjoy and do it safely such as

masks and staggered work schedules

All essential services, stores, etc should require masks

If we had a time-frame or schedule to get things up and running - not knowing, or having an indefinite date, is very stressful.

1. A coordinated testing and contact tracing plan across the US so we can slowly open things back up. 2. Healthcare that isn't dependent upon

employment so the sick and at-risk aren't "forced" to risk themselves or others. 3. Implement curbside pickup or delivery requirements for the the



essential businesses to help reduce risk for their employees and at-risk customers. Masks for customers and employees should be required,

especially if curbside/delivery is not viable. This could also help some non-essential businesses reopen.

Everybody should get covid-19 and get it over with.

We need anti-body testing now!

City Manager and City Council need to pressure County leadership to lift the stay-at-home orders.

Mortgage deferments, as opposed to forbearance. With a little luck, income will return to normal in a few months...

Businesses need to open.

Once things open up how are we going to validate that we are not spreading the virus. What is the testing strategy for the City, County and State.

People need to take precautions seriously. Too many people in my neghborhood not paying attention to social distancing and going about their

daily business as usual.

Have face masks available to be given away (1 per) at grocery stores and alike.

I am fortunate to be retired. I am 61 and healthy. I do get very lonely though. I would love to be able to call someone just to talk to. Almost like a

crisis line without intervention needed, just someone to say hello to and connect to. I'm sure others feel the same way as I.

require face masks in public.

I think local governments should come up with plans on how to give people jobs that will adhere to social distancing but bring them both income

and doing something productive. Anything from filling potholes to care of or creating trails and public space that people can enjoy while still having

proper social distancing.

Allowing people who want to work to work and allow businesses to reopen and allow people to patronize them so their small business doesn’t close

or they become evicted. Other people who want to stay inside for who knows how long can do so. Note Most of us have to still go to grocery

stores/gas stations to live still being exposed anyhow.

Open local businesses so our economy can recover. Open State Parks so we can get fresh air, sunshine, and exercise.

General public is not aware of inaccurate reporting on virus cases which have been overblown, and realistically society can't shut down because

the effects may be insurmountable. Unfortunately, those who are highly at-risk (and those in their immediate sphere of contact or household) need

to take necessary precautions moving forward to protect their health.

More information on how local hospitals and doctor's offices are managing the surge in patients. Our ER capacity was completely inadequate in

"normal" times.

knowing that others are in the same situation, struggling as well. that they are not alone, and others are feeling the same way. also knowing that

there are a lot of people making sacrifices as essential workers, who are risking their own health every day for others. most of the population is

helping the situation by staying within their four walls and not going in public and another part of the population is going to work everyday,

intentionally exposing themselves everyday to people with the virus risking their own lives. showing the support of people and all the kind things

they are doing things for essential workers or just other people makes people feel good i.e. all the regular people making masks or other PPE for

others, the kids that are saying thank you to essential workers because they kind of understand what is going on.

I don't know.

helping people & business's fill out forms - getting ahold of someone on the phone

Be smart about reopening Roseville. Let the medical experts decide and focus on helping small businesses through specialized counseling and

testing for all residents.

Expanded financial assistance to small business, including independent contractors that have ceased operations. Help them pay their workers, pay

their own bills, pay rent.

Small businesses still need help and I think the city and county can still be more creative in supporting them as well as bringing business their way

even during the shelter in place.

It would help if the dog parks were open.

I think we should allows businesses to reopen and overcome/adapt to this new environment. Many essential businesses have already done so; we

should not lose small businesses when they are capable of rising to this challenge.

Why are small businesses being sent eviction notices? From CBRE! They need help in the form of protections.

We need to open California back up, using social distancing and other precautions. But the state needs to be open for business.

Open business back up - allowing people to get back to work. Require more social distancing if necessary, face mask usage, and/or limiting

occupancy, but get business back on track.

I’m really concerned for small businesses. Greater outreach, additional help (financial and other) seems to be needed urgently.

Cannot understand why healthcare cannot return to outpatient procedures nor dental. All done off-sight from hospitals, we do not stop procedures

due the HIV/AIDS (no vaccine) virus, we do stop due influenza (flu shots lessen but doesn't stop) so let's get back to providing cancer care and

more! Quit the hand-wringing!

Let all business open with social distancing protocols in place. Have at risk persons continue to shelter in place. Keep parks as they are now.

Better antibody tracing and contact tracing

close the parks completely. people are not taking the virus seriously and still getting together and being social. I live across the street from a park

and the amount of people socializing is disturbing.

Changing work life balance being able to work remotely on a permanent basis. Work providing onsite (safe) childcare for when you do have to go

in. Trying to find childcare in this time for young children seems impossible.Young Kids /toddlers do not understand social distancing/masks/proper

hand washing. It is no longer a good idea for Grandparents and outside family to help watch kids so it leaves parents with little to no options. If

your company does not have availability for you to work remotely (which still is not easy) it leaves you little to no options for safe/affordable

childcare . If you get a bunch of kids together they WILL spread germs, they are kids and I have never seen a childcare facility able to completely

prevent germs spreading. When kids go back to school they will get colds, flu, virus and with new regulations they will get sent home on a much

longer basis causing parent to miss a lot more work.



For the City Council to avoid sacrificing the health of the people for the sake of the economy.

Finding a way to have a telephone check for every person isolated, of all ages, every day. Like the phone chains people used to connect years ago.

This is more for those in quarantine alone, but could include someone isolated as a caregiver.

What about the City of Roseville helping ALL citizens right now financially. Example, the city is wanting to help low income residents with their

utility bill if you make under a certain income amount. How is that equitable given the current situation? Everyone is struggling financially right

now regardless of the income level. Why not offer a rate credit to ALL citizens?

Getting cable companies to help folks that don’t have reliable high speed internet.

Restore the freedom to choose to everyone. We have the information on the virus and the risks. Now let everyone make their own decisions about

how to act on that information. Stop the blanket reactions and government regulations.

Offer to shop for people or ask what is needed by an elderly neighbor if going to the store. Call long lost friends and call your elderly family

members, friends, and neighbors.

for people who live in small homes (apartments) like me, being sheltered in place is extremely stressful, I have no where to go to get fresh air, no

backyard to sit in, no trees to sit under, not even a patio to sit on to get sunshine every day. Do you know how stressful this is. No one seems to be

addressing this. My apartment complex needs to open up our common spaces so we can sit outside and enjoy some fresh air. Could you somehow

put out a public service announcement to community living arrangements that they use commonsense and open up common areas to allow us to

sit outside?

Start opening parks like Dog Park and others where people could socialize with families while still maintaining a social distance. Open golf courses

while keeping indoor facilities closed. Encourage people (I hate to say "mandate" or "confine") with serious health conditions to stay indoors and

avoid other people as much as possible. Who would be helped? Stay at home parents with stay at home children. Also, why must you restrict this

question to "some" people, not "everybody"?

Phone trees to connect with seniors to determine their needs and provide assistance

I realize this is likely impossible, but it would be great to test for anti-bodies so people who have already had the virus or will not suffer from the

virus could be in a better position to help, without being fearful of being sick. This idea may not be great or logistically feasible - but if the stay at

home order persists a while longer, and people in high risk groups are still having trouble getting basic necessities, maybe having city volunteers

canvas certain neighborhoods with paper surveys left at the houses doorstep or in their mailbox, to see if they are in need of anything; sort of like

the bags that are left at front doors when collecting donations on scheduled pick up days?

Please do not relax physical distancing orders before adequate testing is available to the public.

Treating low income persons who don't have economical options. They don't own computers to go online, they occupy lower level jobs that are

absolutely critical, but least rewarded, and most at health risk. How do their kids go "online" to school when the libraries are closed. I like the idea

of government paying restaurants to stay open so farmers can sell (vs. through away) their food and make available for the poor.

Find a way to funnel new business to the small business owners rather than the chain stores. The small business owners do not have the deep

pockets of larger corporations and therefore their struggles are different. I would love to see small business get the go-ahead to open creatively

(while maintaining social distancing) first to get the opportunity to draw customers into their businesses early on in the reopening process.

Start getting business open. Think out of the box. Restaurants could have limited seating. Events staged with empty seats between family groups.

Office seating with empty space between workers.

Another stimulus check would help

Allow some businesses and shoppes to open with limited hours and a limited number of customers permitted entry at the same time. Directed

pedestrian traffic flow into and around stores with one-way aisles and marked social distancing spots while standing in lines, everywhere.

Tell people to Stop hoarding supplies like paper products and cleaning supplies. Stores have empty shelves. Plus encourage the stores to be more

proactive filling shelves with needed products.

A clothing, diaper, and baby supplies drive for new parents

If it does’t already, it would be nice for the food bank to give out TP. And maybe have a mobile food bank go into neighborhoods where needed.

Keep doing what we're doing.

Small business owners that are not spotlighted to help them at this time. Like hair dressers...we all know to patronize food establishments....but

not other places. Small business owners have a huge burden at this time. They may lose their business and means to survive.

Insuring that food prep employees are screened on arrival at work and follow established food safety guidelines.

All stores should offer early shopping for senior citizens.

I wish there were some local Go Fund Me type effort where we could directly support our local artists, restaurants (mom-and-pop owned, not

chains) and shops . . . there must be so many that I don't know about personally. I want to help the little guys/gals make it through this, and if we

banded together, we could support each other

Zero or low interest loans for individuals and businesses to hang in there until the restrictions are lifted. PPE for all essential workers at stores that

remain open.

Rotate large trash bins in neighborhoods as many people have been cleaning out used items. Restart hazardous and electronic waste pickups.

It would be nice if all members of the city council modeled good behavior by wearing face coverings on the telecasts. It would also be nice if the

city or police department organized parades/drive-bys at regular times of day that residents can participate in from the safety of their front

windows or yards, to bring back a community feeling even in our seclusion.

Be able to have exercise classes where everyone is 6 feet apart to help us stay fit and sane.

end the captivity

We need to get businesses open again. The state and city are losing too much revenue by this prolonged quarantine.

TESTING and TESTING !!! We can't make real progress without proper testing.

Contact tracing and testing so that those who are healthy can return to work. Universal access to PPE for those who are currently working or out in

public.



Put a plan in place to protect community and library staff and reopen libraries in a limited capacity to allow students or those with no access some

access to public internet.

Open our economy back up. Quarantine only those who are at risk!

The state's one-size-fits-all approach to the pandemic mitigation isn't working for Placer County. Parks are closed and freedom of movement is

restricted. What few trails are accessible have become overly crowded (Dry Creek, Woodcreek) because of limited options. Sports fields are

inaccessible for recreation (Mahany). However, I am pleased with people's attitudes and friendliness when I am out gathering supplies.

I think the government should have better relief for the self employed, Single person businesses.

I respect our Gov’s advice. I don’t feel it’s over as President acts. Afraid we all out & hits again. Want tests for Sun City as I work, live & play here.

Can that be as we are older & many elderly. Pls consider. Thanks!

More funding for public health infrastructure like reopening the Placer County Lab for testing.

Test everyone and those that are fine should go back to work

Reduce or help with utility payments. We still don’t qualify because we made too much last year.

Pools should open. CDC info says bromine and chlorine kill virus - only restriction is social distancing (which should be 1/2 of occupancy in the

water) deck and changing room/restroom distancing and sanitation. Temps are increasing and these options need review.

I think the biggest thing to help the community as a whole would be to educate those who are still out in the community who are not taking this

seriously on why they need. It is crazy to me that people are still not wearing face coverings.

Don’t give in to politicians or ill informed citizens and listen to health specialist

I would like to see restaurant staff wearing masks. I am not comfortable with even curb-side pickup food from restaurants where the staff aren't

wearing masks and keeping themselves and each other safe.

Get everyone except for the high risk popultion back to work asap

Pass a mandate stopping evictions for commercial tenants

daily status report on hospitals - if we can see they're filling up, we're more motivated to stay the course. If they're not filling up, our leaders can

make more informed decisions on when/how much to loosen restrictions. Rather than problematic testing of individuals, this is the data that really

matters. We can expose more people to the virus as long as we can also see that they'll likely get care needed to survive. The faster we do that,

the faster society and the economy recover too. Dragging out exposure will just create so many more unintended consequences later.

Keep social distance, mandatory masks but maybe allow small businesses to reopen ... not the mall please, that’s just too much of a draw for large

groups

Open nonessential businesses again, but with social distancing and safety guidelines that are being used at essential businesses now

Open up the economy! Have individuals self quarantine if they are at risk, but the decision should not be at the government level. Right now we

are all presumed sick. Where the presumption of health innocence? Why don't we have large scale available after 8 weeks of warning and 12

weeks of government dictated quarantine? Is our government so incompetent that we are killing the economy to save the state driven

incompetence???

Food delivery for Seniors who are isolated and at high risk.

Any small businesses that aren’t part of a phase 1 re-opening, perhaps the City could do another round of zero interest loans, only for that segment

of the business community. Also consider re-opening summer camps.

Putting low-risk populations back to work immediately.

Grocery delivery to at-risk individuals (+65, etc.) City selling items that are in short supply (toilet paper, paper towels)

We need to get back to work and allow our small business to provide services, food, beverage, etc... If a grocery store can count the people

allowed in a store, why can't a restaurant, bar, clothing store, etc... do the same? Same with gyms. I am in my late 50's and I NEED strength

training to avoid bone deterioration and other potential health hazards. It is making me LESS healthy not to be able to stick to my exercise

regement. I cannot just go our running. I need stores to be more strict on those hording food and supplies.

I feel the city of Roseville and all of the departments have done a great job. I’ve watched channel 10 news “facts without fear” and think the city

has led with information appropriately timed and with compassion. The city has kept citizens engaged as much as possible. I feel most of the

pressure has fallen on leaderships shoulders and I thank them for their public service and calm thoughtful process for getting us through this crazy

time.

providing face masks

Start the process of going back to normal.

Opening the economy is not a binary choice. Businesses that can open safely should be allowed to open.

Opening up businesses by appointment/reservation so that social distancing can happen and clean up between visitors. This will help businesses

and let people get out again.

Testing to see if people are “immune” but only if tests are reliable. Then they could start working and going out again

Eliminating rental costs to low income or those who lost their jobs during the pandemic.

EVERYONE needs to follow the self-isolation rules!

Distribution of masks to community if they are recommended when home quarantine is lifted.

Making sure the food banks have enough supply and ALL those in need have access

Rent relief, or grocery vouchers for people that are under a certain income or lost their jobs as a result of closures. Basic food and shelter can be

the scariest possibilities for people who live paycheck to paycheck. People can donate to a fund. Rather than donate food to food banks.

Scott alvord doing a good job with his volunteer force. Unsure if any other council person is doing anything



Some kind of check in program for those living alone.

Community social media programs--online equivalents of what used to be extramural community activities. Online book readings? Online kids

activities for real-time group interaction.

Both of us remain employed and would be willing to help others but not sure how best to do this. We want to help those middle income families

that are all of a sudden not working. Low income will get the help but these families are our neighbors and in sudden, unexpected need with

children home. The City could help by sharing this information.

Make information about local food pantries operating now, including dates and locations for distribution. Make COVID19 testing available to seniors

and others with compromised immune systems. You should not need to be near death at the ER before you are eligible for testing

Establish practices for public items such as school when it must be held at home. Schools were very unprepared to operate virtually. Define what is

essential business before a pandemic, probably in a tier level.

Helping small businesses through loans or by allowing California to be opened a crack in a careful and thoughtful way.

1) regional outposts to liaison with aid from federal gov. 2) FREE and widespread testing before a return to normal 3) Someone to censor our

president as he is creating potentially dangerous situation with his "liberation" poppycock.

Making sure those who are ill and cannot get food or medicine can get what they need. Not all meds can be delivered.

Perhaps the city could coordinate with restaurants to prepare meals for shut-ins, homeless, those struggling to survive, healthcare workers and first

responders, etc. funded by a crowdfunding campaign with sponsors from local businesses and delivered by volunteers. The restaurants would get

some take out business and those in need could get help.

More cloth mask giveaways for seniors at locations within their community

Virus testing for all as well as antibody tests to see who has had the virus.

Allowing elective procedures at hospitals would give our income back. These are surgeries such as knee and should replacements Also one at a

time beauty salon services with cleaning in between could be allowed.

A list of businesses to support remotely (curbside pickup, buying gift cards, etc). We want to try out local businesses that are "new" to us!

Roseville residents have done a good job sheltering in place--so much so, that they've saved lives. It will be important for the City to think through

what role they can play to help our small business community. There may already by efforts underway yet I'd like to learn what kind of advocacy

Roseville is doing both at the state and local level to help small business.

Continue to educate residents to stay home

The $600 per week additional unemployment benefit that is being provided will be an incentive Not to return to work. We know several individuals

that will remain on unemployment because they are receiving more money from unemployment benefits. This will hurt small business when they

reopen and try to hire.

More accurate truthful readily available information about who and where the virus is. Truth never hurts, keeping it secret who has the virus means

people stop taking it seriously because they don't know anyone who has it. Does the subdivision I live in have anyone with it? No way to find out.

The community needs to view the situation as serious. I see a lot of full parking lots at grocery and hardware stores.

We need to do what ever is necessary, but would it be possible to open some services as there are not tithe many cases in our county and the

seem to remain steady without many new cases

Workers in essential businesses should be provided or have access to face masks and gloves to protect themselves and others.

Do what our Governor says...he is doing a great job..be patient!

Opening up restaurants and other businesses like barbershops or hair salons of course using proper safety measures. Opening up schools ( I know

the City of Roseville does not run the schools but they do provide services at the Adventure Clubs that are a tremendous help to working families.)

Also all the recreational opportunities for our residents that will help all or us get thru this pandemic. I believe that if we start small all of the other

business that were viable in the first place will slowly come back to life. I'm very optimistic about the future and I want to complement the city of

Roseville and all it's employees for keeping "the lights on" and the residents for being so patient, for the most part.

A cure or inoculation so we can get back to exercising what little freedoms and privileges this state allows us to have

Seems to make sense that if any businesses are open, that face masks would be required in order to enter the business, which would protect

everyone.

Get rid of budget ideas like new art.

We need to get people back to work ASAP.Look at the statistics do date: the vast majority of deaths is the age group over 65, and most had other

serious health issues. Compare Covid 19 mortality rates vs other mortality rates,:homicide, suicide, cancer, auto accidents, even accidental deaths,

covid 19 doesn't even come close. Get real, stop running scared; covid 19 may approach 60,000, but the others mentioned approach 1/2 million a

year, but we do not panic, nor de we shut down the economy because of them. Every life is precious, but please balance the risks. We are

dangerously close to a non recoverable economic melt down. Get some backbone and do the right thing for our community, and the nation.

relief on property taxes

The availability of accurate and detailed information.

Overthrowing Newsom

Testing for covid and drs. not telling people to go back out until tested!

feed the homeless & elderly

Start opening businesses such as dentists and hair salons. Places where people mostly have a 1:1 contact. Phase in other small businesses as the

virus is somewhat controlled.

quit hoarding toilet paper!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Lack of masks seems to be the biggest issue. People can't make them or find materials and lots of reports about online scams where mask

purchases never get shipped. Members of the Roseville Volunteer Force are doing a great job at providing free masks to the community but there



seems to be far more need than they can provide.

A Roseville specific podcast. Not everybody is on social media and those of us who are, need a way to find information without sorting through

memes, cat videos, etc., A Roseville radio station. The City, not politicans, should send direct mail to residents, don't rely on them to get the

information from social media.

Open up more stores to allow more options. I’m concerned that all the money is funneled into large corporate stores/grocers when other stores can

be opened with social distance and common sense. Why are we forced to go to Walmart to buy clothes/home wares etc when kohl’s, Ross etc

should be opened too.

Getting people back to work safely. Only way I see this to be done safely is to have massive antibody testing so those who are tested positive can

safely go back to work. If a test is negative and the worker needs to be present on the job they should be monitored closely and maintain a

distance from other employees. This won't help for businesses that have to have close contact with customers unless the customers are required

to implement safety measures, like masks, etc.

Something like this may never happen because of privacy concerns and even some general pride but I think that creating a task force with the sole

goal of identifying those that would like to provide aid and support and then mapping those individuals, organizations, families, or groups with

families and individuals that are in more dire need of essentials like toiletries, basic food stuffs, etc. This would require that there be a database

with the information for both sides of the equation but it would allow for some more specific coordination to help those with the greatest need.

Sending out PSA’s in a variety of formats (not everyone is on social media) on a frequent basis about where Roseville is regarding the corona virus,

be transparent & honest why steps taken are in place, keep reminding the community where they can reach out for assistance

(financial/mental/abusive home etc.) & remind the community of local restaurants that are open with curb side & delivery. Also keep the

community in the loop as to the criteria of “opening up” again.

Improving the testing so we know where we are at with respect to this virus!!!

Continued campaigns to support local small businesses, continued support for those in need of food

Lower property taxes

Open up parks, if not already. Perhaps have sign ups for times if there is a concern about too many in the parks at one time. Open the libraries.

Remove seating to limit how many can sit at one time (or perhaps have no seating. Let people decide for themselves it they are afraid to touch a

book. Allow hairdressers to schedule appointments in a safe manner so that only a limited number of people are in the store at a single time.

Open the mall and automall with social distancing in place because we need the tax revenue and people back to work. Open the DMV, county

office such as clerk-recorder.

More cash to small businesses and taxpayers.

That Trump and staff be truthful.

Face masks

I think people ought to know that if they get corona virus they can be diagnosed properly and treated safely. That doesn't seem to be the case.

Only people with repent symptoms can get a test and no help is available for homebound corona patients

Open up

Most seniors won't ask for help. Drop off a note on their doorstep offering your help. Your meaning someone from the community.

Don’t label businesses essential or nonessential, rather label them safe or not safe regarding covid 19. Just because Costco has food and gas they

to stay open while still selling clothes. While clothing stores in a mall have to close down.

Open everything except big venues such as concerts, sporting events. Self policing is best.

Providing masks to everyone who wants them. Making testing more available (my husband has gone twice to Kaiser wanting a test, but the last

time was 1 symptom short of being able to take a test. I think it's weird that we can't get tested until we show all signs that we have COVID).

Getting people to and from medical appointments

Gardening tips, short video classes on growing our own food, composting, making beds, etc. Information about COVID tests and getting our city

tested, especially rolling out the tests to people who work daily with the elderly (at retirement communities).

Need better inforsement of the mask requirement. Customer's and workers.

some time at school for a few children at a time with appropriate PPE, etc, to keep up with studies and get them out of the house

People need to be less selfish and be considerate of others. I don't know how to get through to them.

Help the homeless in our community find a place to stay safe

Reopening small businesses.

No comment

Financial help for small businesses and laid off workers

Volunteers checking in by phone or zoom on people living alone or families/seniors that are struggling and not connected to existing supports:

people ineligible for existing supports, or unable to access/ find out about support available

The reporting on cases in our city and in our County has not been helpful at all, way too general. the recovery numbers have not been reported.

When new cases are found, what area, and were they community caused or a traceable friend, family member or contact. I am ready to accept

personal responsibility for myself, my family and friends by using common sense and much more than normal personal hygiene. I get HIPAA, but

more specific info/data allows the citizenry to make better decisions. Our government seems to be more worried about liabilities than common

sense. It appears that the citizenry has done a good job with social distancing, why not trust them to take the next steps. My biggest concern

especially in this socialist state is that freedoms have been taken away and when this is over I'd bet not all of the freedoms are returned to the

public completely. There will be new rules for individuals and businesses that will likely shred basic freedoms and common sense.

I think we need to slowly re-open. Many aren’t going to survive without working. Our country is one based on freedoms and some are being taken

away. We can get our community working again and still make safe, good choices.

find a way to get small business up and running



Small business loans Accurate reporting of COVID hospitilizations and deaths Tiered (6) of release back to normalcy and how long that will take

The intermediate & high school students & their families need safe, positive & fun opportunities to be engaged during this time of staying at home.

Gather together the organizations in our community e.g. schools, churches, youth organizations with the goal of developing these positive

opportunities during this stay at home period & then once we can begin gathering again.

Have the green can pickup be every week instead of every other week. Everyone is stuck at home doing yard work and our green cans are filling

up!!

Opening the playground/parks back up, the reopening of golf courses is great but those of us with young children would love to get back onto the

playgrounds. Or at least have the basketball hoop chains untied so our kids can play there again.

Back to a new normal where students can do sports and activities in small groups and students go back to school.

Financially insecure, particularly seniors/disabled, who are not homeless but are barely holding on. Identify those needing essential services

including critical living issues (repairs, basic housing needs, etc.) and providing those services or directing them to organizations who can help.

Disseminating all related information to all people. Information comes in bits and pieces and many people are not aware of important things that

affect them because they do not receive governmental emails, or have Facebook or other social media. Recent example: Placer has opened some

outdoor activity venues such as dog parks and golf other courses. I just spoke to a long time resident who had not heard this because she doesn't

subscribe to the county email notices. This is more of a mental health issue than anything else. Another small beef I have is that there is no single

resource to identify all local non-chain food businesses that are still open and are providing take out/pick up services.

Quarantine at risk population 65 and up and lift the stay at home order for 64 and younger, to enable HERD IMMUNITY and allow the population to

fight the virus like SARS and other viruses we have faced in the past. 80-85% of the population will have mild to no symptoms and will develope

natural antibodies against covid-19.

N/A

I feel that the Sun City Roseville golf courses could be/should be open. With one person to a cart and sensible self care it should be okay. The

revenue would be a great boost and keep our dues from being raised.

If everyone in the community would wear a mask when going to a store, bank, gas station, etc., this would be helpful to the workers as well as

others. The people that choose NOT to wear a mask are selfish, so unless directed they won't wear a mask. Other non-essential businesses would

then be able to re-open. For example, if barbers and hair dressers wore masks, as well as their customers, then they should be allowed to be re-

open. If restaurant workers wore masks when serving people, then they should be allowed to reopen their dining area with social distancing.

Emergency supplies (Toilet paper, food, cleaning supplies, hygiene items) for households with seniors.

Discounted electricity fees, Guided walks on our trails with enforced physical distancing.

require people to ware face covering to enter stores, or any business. If it is a restaurant, they can take it off when seated. This way you can open

businesses up and still help reduce the spread. You can also limit the number of people entering an establishment. People seem to be complying

with the 6' restriction on their own.

Somehow helping legitimate people who need it financially so they don’t get evicted and they have food on their tables for families. Would be nice

to have a Roseville resource of ways we can help others in our community.

Businesses need to be allowed to reopen! Common sense measures can be taken to increase personal safety of employees & customers.

Continuing to keep businesses closed is detrimental to everyone.

Getting tested so those with antibodies could donate plasma and help those stuck at home.

Support for people who have pets and are experiencing financial challenges/illnesss.

Reopen retail so people can work but limit # in store and require masks

Small businesses need to be able to reopen. Following of course safety guidelines. Residents in the community that are not comfortable to come

out can STAY HOME but let everyone make their own choice of for their own safety.

Let small business open up with social distancing

Get the stimulus checks timely and supporting small business. Also the federal support for small business

Needs would be help for small business and those who have no income at this time. Some businesses may not financially survive which will

displace workers longer then however long the non essential businesses stay closed.

People need SOME outlets to avoid going crazy and/or to begin openly revolting against dramatic measures. The community should work to open

everything that can be opened, starting with government properties that seem closed only to be punitive. People need options, and golf, tennis,

basketball, batting cages, and more are all things that families can do with little or no health risk. With improved weather, allow restaurants to

open on a limited basis, say 50% capacity and/or patio seating. Giving people options to safely open their businesses and to do something other

than stay at home will prolong peoples' willingness to continue with social distancing, but if everything remains so draconian, people will start

violating rules, hosting personal parties, and more--just because they can't take it anymore.

Someone should check on Roseville citizens 60 or over to see what they need.

We can’t let our frustration with being stuck at home make us do something stupid that could make the virus take a heavier toll. We stay the

course and keep the sick and/or elderly in our communities and in our families well.

Roseville is doing a good job at communicating with the public. I wish the County would take a similar route.

Remind folks to get out and walk on the many trails in area

do the best we can on opening up areas where the risks can be mitigated but also allow for more people to work- change the work force from

restraunts to covid trackers- get placer county working at least temporarly on the problem at hand

Quit hoarding and living in panic mode it's not the end of the world

Help for child care, small businesses, make testing easy to gain complete data...

Money NOW

Use the restaurants that are open and serving takeout be utilized and funded to feed the homeless and marginalized elderly and families in our

community.



Small businesses are drowning due to owing rent and having income reduced to zero in some cases from no cause of their own. People are panic

buying supplies making it difficult for at risk groups to obtain what they need. And things need to get back to being open, having everything closed

is going to destroy our community businesses and neighborly feel. Everyone is treating each other like contagious villains.

Reopening low risk businesses.

Stay focused on beating this thing. All of the money in the world and the economy can be rebuilt, but if you die, we can’t fix that.

Start a Support Local Sm Biz campaign, ask the non working self emplyed to help with out reach, maybe a mini mentor program

Encourage small groups, 6 or 7 people, to visit while social distancing. Saw such a group of ladies at Maidu park over weekend. They were all

wearing facemasks, had lawn chairs spaced 6 to 8 ft apart and were visiting. Socialization is so important for so many people.

I have done what I can to support local businesses by ordering contactless delivery and the like but I want to know that workers are being taken

care of. Gloves, masks, sufficient places for breaks, days off, etc would make me feel better about the safety of our essential workers.

Requiring masks everywhere is not only useless, but makes people feel comfortable standing way closer than 6 ft. It is ridiculous. Let us get back

to work. 8 deaths IN OUR ENTIRE COUNTY in a month is NOTHING and I would bet that at least half of those would have died anyway, they just

"happen" to have covid. You are WAY over-reacting.

Letting retired people, like me, who are healthy and have not experienced hardships so far, know what we can do to help.

This is such a great question but I would love time to think in it. Is there a way to provide an answer after the survey? Roseville needs: services /

shopping for seniors small businesses survival church services funerals money is really the answer. With money all things are possible. The impact

of this virus is determined by you socioeconomic class. Small businesses need financial assistance. Seniors need financial assistance. The working

poor - doing jobs that are pulling us through - grocery store workers, restaurant workers, sanitation ( garbage collectors), delivery services - post

office, UPS, AMAZON, FEDEX etc - those are the heroes that are carrying us through this time - those people should be recognized for putting their

own health and families on the line doing the work they are doing.

Agricultural workers need protection from both COVID 19 and dangerous agricultural chemicals - and probably help paying bills as well.

Need for better monitoring on Senior health by County re: virus. So Placer has many different kinds of Senior housing communities (55+ Comm., 3-

in-1 residences, low-income Senior housing, Assisted living, etc) with no way of statistically assessing who's impacted, and at what level, by COVID-

19. This is unacceptable for a County anxious to `open up.'

Open business back up. This is all government over reach and over reaction

City backed low interest loans for small businesses

Reopen the county with mandatory face coverings until May 31st. We are destroying the economic bedrock of our City, County, and State.

We need our neighbors to respect the rights and health of our fellow man. Since not everyone is healthy, robust, and young, I will do my part to

stop the spread of COVID-19 coronavirus by doing 6' social distancing. Elderly people more vulnerable to getting this virus.

I’m worried about all our small business owners who have fewer financial resources - they need money NOW

Enforcing people to stay home, to many people are out and about without thinking about spreading the virus. Try having a program (like the water

drought), If your last name start A through M you can be out on even days and N through Z out on odd days. This means to shop for groceries, gas,

take out food, etc.

As-needed help for homebound seniors. I am grocery shopping for my neighbor. Other things need to get done and there is no one to do it for older

citizens.

Have mandatory virtual chat (offer credits) hosted by school districts with peers talking about how this virus has impacted their lives. Find teens

willing to talk about themselves or a loved one who became ill.

To let some small businesses open up the same safety standards could apply , this would help save them from going bankrupt

Increase widespread testing for the virus so we can track and contain it without locking down the economy.

If employees of small businesses are comfortable returning to work, with social distancing remaining in place, they should be allowed to operate.

Hair salons could take appointments for quick hair cuts with individual clients, all wearing masks, (stylists and clients), taking temperatures, one

client in the salon at a time. Gyms could do something similar with trainers meeting with individual clients. I see banks and other services taking

appointments. I think libraries should have ability for reserving a book and then walk in and pick up the book. The libraries already have this policy

in place, just open them for a quick pick up, not cruising the stacks. Then more COVID19 testing.

I absolutely believe churches and places of worship should be strongly considered as the community’s refuge in times of emotional despair. Church

has always been so much more than any other “gathering”. Remember how packed churches were the Sunday after 9/11? This is naturally where

lost, lonely, hurting people turn. And, this can help ease the intense mental health crisis wave that is sure to follow this disease. Our church doors

need to be open and our pastors need to be recruited to offer their gifts of service. This is no different than the reason police hire a chaplain. This is

an essential need! I dare say the need has never been greater! #RosevilleStrong

safety net food sources, secure housing. Maslow's 1st level. People need to feel secure.

gathering donations to keep restaurants going by using the donated funds to buy lunches or dinners to donate to healthcare workers at local

hospitals like Kaiser & Sutter.

Push for the use of hydroxychloroquine. Begin to carefully ramp up businesses while still maintaining some controls.

Giving the homeless a place to shelter, like hotel rooms free of charge.

We need to really start to opening up all that we can in the city in a measured and safe manner and make sure we find a balance between

minimizing longterm economic impact and protecting public health.

I think it needs to be continuously emphasized that the sooner we open businesses without testing or specific distance regulations in place, the

more likely (almost positively) that businesses will have to close again when new cases arise. It will be much harder for people to have to go

through this again rather than waiting it out. At this point, it might be worthwhile threatening people with fines in order for them to listen to the

order in our community.

Clean-up neighborhoods, garages, yards, and utilize city sponsored junk removal

Help for seniors who are not able to drive or get food delivered to them. And make that help readily available as many seniors do not have access

to internet or even understand internet or social media. Get people out to nursing homes and senior communities to find out what the needs are.



How will we/CAN we safely reopen schools and businesses without adequate testing in place? Please explain

Let people go back to work. Open up stores that are closed and other businesses and get our economy moving. We don't need newsom putting

together a bunch of wanna be ex-presidential candidates to get our state back on track. The people of this state will do just fine without help from

him. and them.

Allow businesses that are able to implement social distancing protocols/cleaning to reopen as long as customers know that they frequent business

at their own risk (like at the grocery stores) so that businesses aren’t subject to frivolous lawsuits. Is there a need for the homeless people with the

lack of availability of public restrooms and places to clean up?

Stay locked down. Churches were closed in 1918. Food was rationed during WWII. Its temporary and has happened before. Stay strong. Don't be

like New York or Florida.

Localized antibody testing done in order to have accurate data per county or city to guide per local community in how to let businesses open up

again while guided by following health guidelines protocols in place such as social distancing within the operation of the businesses if necessary for

specific locations, depending on what the data shows for that specific county or city what the health risk is their community.

Let's still help the compromised but also address the mental health issues and prevent less economical devastation. When people become

economically desperate, many more deaths will occur through suicide, drug abuse, and crime. We also need to remember the vulnerable living in

abusive homes. We need to not just say who is essential and who is non-essential...all of our jobs are essential because we have to work to provide

for our families. My suggestion is get testing going, to let people get back to work that work outside or work in businesses that have offices

allowing for separation or places that are able to take precautions to protect both themselves and their clients. Open up stores but have washing

stations at the entrances and encourage masks. Continue to discourage travel and not allow large gatherings. Continue to remind people to

sanitize, take care of themselves with exercise, sleep, eating right and hydrating. Continue to encourage the compromised to shelter in place.

Open up the parks and pools.

All residents need access to N95 masks and all people should be wearing a mask when out and about.

Find ways to support people to stay at home, particularly if they take care of their elderly parents.

Open back up test all employees going back to work and keep all the old people in their houses they are dying mostly don't kill the economy to

save ll these old people. Let us go back to normal maybe require masks in public and that social distancing stays as the norm

Stay connected, tend to physical and mental health needs and support local business whenever able.

Donations for food assistance. Hospital PPE for all first responders and medical personnel is critical. Must have more testing done!

Transporting food and supplies to our Senior Citizens who are without transportation or are unable to shop for themselves.

Getting people back to work.

food and rent and bills paid. getting sanitizer masks gloves

errand running (i.e. picking up groceries, daily items, prescriptions) for high risk individuals. food bank supply increase. ensuring the homeless also

have masks, hand sanitizer, etc.

Time to get back to normal

Antibody tests to get people who have already had the virus back out being productive. Local grants for small local businesses to bridge the gap.

Especially self employed service industry - hairstylists, housekeepers, in home daycare.

OPEN!OPEN!OPEN! High risk stay home, the rest go back to work and back to school. Waiting for testing will delay opening and does nothing to

alter the effects of the virus. At 1 million tests/day, that is 40 more days and it is doubtful we can test even 100,000/day

More options for elderly/disabled elderly to not be so shut in. The services for them are low or unavailable. Mostly need more options for getting

groceries and medicines. I have tried so many different ways to get these items (delivered, shipped, different apps and all have been difficult to

use and many items aren’t available) and the best way has been going into a store. A store that has low supplies of basic necessities. I have been

shopping for both my parents and my in laws because they are at risk. It’s been very hard.

Opening more businesses.

Local, State and Federal government need to start backing their actions with science. All the "models" that are cited with any explanation have

been grossly inaccurate. We now know that death counts consider anyone that tested positive for the virus were counted as a death from the virus.

That is wildly inaccurate. And now governments are starting to add "probable" deaths to the data. Transparency is the best solution. Break down

the numbers and be honest. This reminds me of wildfires in that fire departments must misrepresent the percent contained just to ensure that

money/resources are maintained.

I would like a site to find local small businesses that are still operating so I can support those in the community when purchasing.

A social distancing bike parade or walk through the community. Our teens are suffering, they need their friends.

Set Trumps lies and distortion aside and listen to facts, not politics.

Start opening business in incremental steps, and see if covid-19 cases have increased. Continue considering more openings or increased business

if safely to do so.

Education and consistency. I feel people are protesting because they are not getting clear and universal information about the virus. When

someone is lying, a good “tell” to look for is, their story changing. It seems like the community is confused about what is actually needed from

them in order to prevent the disease. People are told to wear masks, but it’s not mandatory, which translates to “it’s not that important”. Same

with stay-at-hope orders. My family members would most likely die if they contract this diseases, so our family is taking extra precautions, but it

seems like Placer County is allowing everyone to make their own decisions and opinions about the virus, and that’s disappointing. If there needs to

be rules in place, then make them mandatory and enforceable. If this virus is actually an issue, where are the testing sites?

Healthcare should always be a priority. I'd like to see more medical/dental offices open even if on a limited basis considering sanitation and

distancing requirements.

I think we need to slowly open up our community. Being smart and safe about it. Wear a mask. Limit the size of occupants if inside, but let’s open

up! Malls can start to open by the end if may! Concerts can start back up in June! Let’s start not being scared! We can do this!

I'd like for people to stop being so mean about having to stay home.



Would really love for the parks to open again, my kids really want to be active and have other activities. Also hoping kids sports can continue over

the summer.

I do not have any ideas at this time

we need to go outside more, social distance and connecting with our loved neighbors

Some people may not be able to afford going to grocery stores, let alone find the items they're looking for. Single parents for example might not be

able to go grocery shopping with their kids and they become stuck, depressed, demoralized inside their homes. Would be great to have a service

like door dash or walmart delivery but free of charge for those people (winco groceries are cheapest that's where a lot of people shop). A free

program they can sign up for online. Every little bit helps.

For everyone to be concerned about everyone else and not just themselves. To wear masks to protect others and to make grocery shopping safe

and make sure we don't run out of supplies. For the handicapped community to get financial help and caregivers that are safe to be around.

We need to get people back to work ASAP.

I love the mask drive through that are being done at the mall, masks are a serious concern for many people. I’m very concerned about Placer

county opening dog parks and other businesses, I’m very proud of Roseville for making their own plans that make more sense to me. I think we

need to make sure every senior in our town has food, someone to talk to, any help needed, perhaps a buddy system of some kind.

Reversal of lock down and shelter at home. Open business's and allow interaction (6’ separation and masks) .

Hand out brains. People have lost their minds

Free Tele-counseling, true and accurate info on the developing situation that brings the community together instead of highly polarizing it with

false News and misinformation. (I know this isn't your fault, but I think that's what's needed)

Provide safe haven to get business back up and operating. This could be via expanded health requirements of mask's etc.etc.

Stores would list if they had Toliet paper in stock

We are fortunate we still have work and don't have young kids. So, for us, as mentioned prior, not be able to go to state parks, specifically Folsom

Lake, is really annoying us now. The State Park system should have a DAY USE reservation system in place. They already have a camping

reservation system (Reserve California). Allow people to register for day use, but only in their county. ID's could be checked at the gate, and the

Rangers could patrol the park making sure people are practicing social distancing. Trails are much tougher to police. But state parks I believe is

doable, but again, only allow so many reservations per day and that is dependent upon the size of the state park.

Deliver TP

Community commerce. Sell your craft, product, household items from front yard... while practicing social distancing and proper sanitation. Fitness

Friday: exercise with your neighborhood. Either group fitness aerobics, walking, calisthenics... while practicing social distancing and proper

sanitation. Thankful Thursday: display a message of thanks

Open things back up so we can go back to work

Financial relief for those out of work.

People need hair care/grooming. I suggest you open hair salons/barbershops under strict protocols.

Greatly expand the reading list of the Roseville library system. It's OK, but would be great if you could access so much more, kind of like a network.

For example, I want to master Adobe Illustrator, but none of the five or so books that I would like to read are available. Also, I believe there needs

to be some kind of system for low-income residents to get the food they need as easy as possible. Perhaps a drive-up center at the Pleasant Grove-

Woodcreek Library. Families can drive up, get their bags of food and other necessities with minimal contact. Roseville has some very low-income

families, but they are hard to see since many in the community are middle-class. ...

Finally figuring out the homeless situation in Roseville. Special all the people who are now camping at or around Royer park during CORONA.

People need to stop being idiots and buying to much toilet paper, etc.

For people to take the order seriously and stay home. I understand going out for walks, runs or true necessities but I see people playing basketball,

complaining about dog parks, moseying through stores aisles without looking for essential items or lining up to buy paint/gardening supplies. Just

stay home and be kind to one another.

Resources for the homeless in our community.

Antibody tests. Testing on the immunity of the antibodies. If there were some assurances on immunity then some people could go back to work.

Get people back to work

A coherent national policy, coordinated with state and local governments without trump contradicting it.

arresting those who are not following the rules. arresting those who go out without masks. making them sign a sworn document that they will not

seek treatment if infected.

Mental & Emotional health services via phone/video conferencing

Small businesses (one sole proprietor or less than 50 people) are really taking a hit. Technology has been vital, but not everybody has it, not letting

them attend school or communicate with others. I'm a teacher. More rural communities like Auburn, Colfax, Foresthill and so on, need desperately

a more reliable connection and the free options for low income families.

I am concerned about the mental/emotional health of older people who live alone and may not have many friends/relatives to check on them. Does

Roseville have staff or volunteers that personally reach out to these people on a regular basis (once a week for example) to see how they are? I am

not sure what tools the city have to identify who these people might be. Even a recorded message that could be left on the person's message

machine with a number they could call might be helpful. I suggest that because a lot of people do not answer their phone if they do not recognize

the number. Thank you.

Re-opening small and medium size businesses in a well-thought out/rolling re-entry methodology, which accounts for the CDC and Governor

Newsom’s physical guidance. Open restaurants, gyms, hospitals to allow elective procedures, and retail businesses would immediately jump start

our local economy and the tax coffers would begin to fill again. Folks would begin returning back to work and the unemployment rate would

significantly decrease. Car dealerships would begin selling more cars - another increase in tax ‘revenue’ and bringing folks back to work. Keep

schools, including higher education, city and county offices, and professional employers closed, i.e. working from home in compliance with the

shelter at home, until lifted by the Governor - primary benefit is protecting public health while still moving the economy forward. Eventually,



working from home may be a win-win as less space, specifically Class A space, would be needed and is less costly to the taxpayer and the bottom

line

Reopen the economy. Sheltering in place while has some short term benefit, will not extinguish the virus forever. So we should get back to opening

business while encouraging people to wash their hands, not touch their face and practicing distancing (within reason). Business should be opened

immediately.

Strong enforcement of social distancing.

Property tax deferrals

Testing so people can return to work, open summer schools for kids, isolate those testing positive but asymptotic

Practice safety measures, protect at risk population, and open up restrictions with continued recommendations to public.

Reopen certain businesses with revised requirements sensitive to social distancing to help live within the restrictions (eg: movie theaters, parks,

small restaurants, etc). They'd have to be conditional on the public respecting others and adhering to social distancing.

Put blinking yellow turn signals throughout major intersections in city now while traffic is light. People can get used to them now while traffic is light

making for a better transition once things get back to normal. This will improve traffic conditions immensely during major commute times for the

entire city. The test intersection by the FBI building has shown that our drivers can safely adjust to this improvement.

Enforce speed limits on city street, don't allow people in stores and public spaces without masks People in roseville in public are some of the rudest

inconsiderate people I've ever seen Disheartening too the amount of car thiefs Planning to move away once this is over

Finding out if there's anyway rent can be put on hold, I can't afford to be picked out of my house.

Getting a definitive answer from our governor. The “goalpost” keeps moving and the numbers in our county have slowed and aren’t overwhelming.

Don't be tempted by protesters to lift the ban too early. We cant afford to go backwards. Please use the time to think out a VERY comprehensive

plan for EACH TYPE of business. ie: hairdressers and nail shops- customers wear masks, take temps, go straight to wash hair or hands first. Don't

expect that they will be able to come up with a plan. Can the mall get a sanitizing misters that I see Singapore uses and only have one entrance

open? Make masks mandatory everywhere. Have restaurants use their parking lots to set up tables far apart from each other (perhaps close off a

street). They are dying and it's the perfect time to sit outside. Going out to eat would be a huge boost to people's mental health. I want all

businesses open, but you need to help them think up a plan and don't let it be a free-for-all. Thank you

Put the school bus drivers back to work delivering meals to the students in need at designated drop off points . They did this in my home state of

NH rather than having the parents come get the meals .

Opening of landfill to general public

some type of virtual hub where people who need help could connect with those who could provide it - like getting groceries or pet food, virtual

book groups or other life groups, online workouts, online classes or mentoring, etc.

Help the elderly. Follow request by the City and County so as not to keep spreading, knock it down fast then everyone can get back to everyday

living.

A mandate that all housing rent, mortages, lease payments and associated housing costs be placed on hold across the board during crises such as

this.

Fully enforce stay at home order. People are out there without masks!

Mental health assistance to anyone that desires it and it must be free of charge! This can be done easily by phone or preferably through something

like WebEx in order for the provider and the patient to see each other if the patient has a smart phone/pad.

Some kind of outdoor or indoor activities for seniors that are not housebound but are used to being around others. Art classes, crafts, book clubs,

safe nature walks.

Keep social distancing and make more disinfectant supplies and masks available to help all of us.

Local restaurants making meals to help people no longer working-

Getting people back to work & businesses opening back up.

SLOW open of our economy. Would hate to see a rebound spike in illnesses. Proud of California and Roseville residents. It would be nice to really put

an emphasis on our small businesses reopening. Support local stuff.

Open small businesses but with strict guidelines. Maybe removing some tables for now, sanitizer station near the entrances and keep using face

coverings when possible. Business must keep carts, menus, all table items cleaned before and after each use. No large

Testing: Infection testing, antibody testing, 'passport' if clear.

Please do not reopen until adequate testing is in place!

Open the businesses and schools back up please!

Unemployment benefits for those still unemployed.

Not allow eviction of businesses for non payment of rent

Those in government need to let people know it’s ok to be outside, whether playing in your backyard or taking a walk. They don’t need to be inside

24/7

Convert some local grocers into fulfillment centers, maintaining all employees. Unused government vehicles and employees can make weekly

deliveries to neighborhoods. It can be through a community based app that takes a smaller at-cost fee. Subsidize 30-40% off restaurant coupons.

Every week, at random, the city can issue a list of restaurant where the coupons are valid. Not valid through delivery apps. Coupon limits should be

placed so popular restaurants don't absorb all the business. Also help create supply chains with local farmers. Offer landscaping jobs and plant

more trees (especially around highways 65, yuck!).

unwinding this totalitarian mandate over our freedoms. Stop telling people masks will save their lives. Everything that is being said right now is

causing even more panic with the people. It's counter productive.

There is not we as a city hall can do when Gavin Newsom has put unattainable requirements for opening up the state.



I would like to have some central place where I can find volunteer opportunities to help our Roseville community. I see some postings on nextdoor. I

don't do Facebook. It would be great to have a community board somewhere where people / organizations can post what they need and connect

with individuals who can help.

Figure out how to stop the hoarding!

Lessen the class work load for the students so the parents don’t need to spend as much time helping them. This will allow the parents to help them

without having to work the equivalent of an unpaid second job.

Where is testing provided in Roseville? I’ve heard zero about this. Open gyms for our physical and mental health!

Fitness in the park. You could facilitate a large group fitness class and still have social distance. But people would get to see other people and we

would all get to do something together. I know several PE teachers who would love to do something like that.

We need to slowly open back up for people to work. Paychecks are the biggest need! People need to buy food, diapers, pay bills. This is hurting

way more people then the virus itself at this point.

The major area is opening those things that can be without place our community at risk and the education of our school age children.

How i can help in my community?

Ideas or help with managing kids at home and our ability to go outside and enjoy the amenities in the community. Parks, trails, golf, tennis, etc.

Keep social distancing, suggest keep wearing a face mask, and those at highest risk (elderly or medical issues) should continue to shelter in place.

Do all of this AND get back to normal; everything open.

More acess to resources virtual

More limits on how many items people can buy - of everything. Toilet paper isn't the only thing stores are out of. Stop the bulk/buy-outs!

More help for mental health care as those with mental health problems are exasperated right now

The best thing we can do is pay attention to the advice of medical professionals

Get access to COVID test and/or immune test. Over 60 Y.O. it is critical to know if we are at risk.

We need Toilet paper and paper towels and people need to wear masks while out shopping. Opening the golf courses and other places people

gather is crazy.

It would be nice if the tennis courts were reopened.

Reopen retail stores.

To be realistic about the impacts of the virus in our specific area and get our business is opened back up

Keep our outdoor recreation options open. It’s wonderful to get outside with a few close family members and take a walk, exercise, and laugh at

responsible distances.

Putting money toward restaurants do they can feed those in need

open up businesses

Focus on health, not money. Recognize that the government needs to do more to get us through this crisis by giving people a way to make money.

Local food distribution. Online gardening videos

Maybe there is help already occurring for our seniors and homeless - securing supplies and shelter. I do see on NextDoor some awesome people

helping each other, so that is great. I'm more concerned about the individuals at high risk.

Return to work for low impact and healthy workers. Open up very small low contact business.

We need to help those who are in a dire financial situation and we need to protect those with pre-existing health conditions. These groups are our

most vulnerable. Let's make sure the financial resources and community services are available to all of them.

Open For Business, In Modified Way

Developing a plan to reopen businesses on a small roll-out to start and gradually increasing. The economy needs to recover!

Open up businesses.

The elderly who may be sheltered at home but could use some help

Hoping small businesses and locally owned restaurants will be able to survive and reopen.

I am concerned with taxes going up to do decreased revenue from local businesses. I believe that getting businesses open again is of high

importance. I believe the citizens of Roseville know how to properly social distance, I also believe the businesses that are currently open have built

and vetted great protective measures and procedures which any business can follow.

We need to start opening up local businesses and health care, doing it safely ans smartly. I dont want to see small business going away, which is

happening. If we need to wear a mask in public to help ensure that COVID becomes a background concern, similar to the flu. LETS DO IT!!!

I think a way to safely open city services, courts, parks/playgrounds, libraries in particular.

The city of Roseville should send out a city-wide e-mail that lists small businesses in town which we could support.

Focus on keeping the post office open. Looking for on-line purchases of made-in-America goods. Sign up for membership in companies like "Life

Extension" which offers medical advice, studies, vitamins, etc (become your own physician). Plant more vegetation and learn to live off of home-

grown food. Telecommute - most technical jobs (and certainly the ones I held most of my life) do NOT require being in an office 8-5. This "paranoia"

about "not getting enough work done" when, in reality, people at work waste SO much time talking and watching the clock needs to stop. Being

home is safer and more sane. Our children CAN be taught independently and on-line, and in fact we could ALL use a bit more education - consider

the extensive on-line access to coursework at Sierra (see Agriculture, for example, which is totally instructive on how to survive in the immediate

and distant future). Lower access to college tuition. Harness the efforts of all of us women who learned how to sew, grow, and care!

Return to normal activities with everyone wearing a mask and have testing for all



A way of contacting someone for those of us who have not received a stimulus check-and should receive one. Also being able to reach a live

person at EDD to assist with the self-employed applications

Everyone stays inside house for 2 weeks anyone comes out they get picked up and put in jail. My son will die if he gets this. Hes been on venlater

for 30 days before & open heart surgery. Please do t open up anything until no new cases for a week.

Testing for everyone who wants it to include those who may have been exposed

For people to learn to live with what they need and not what they want.

Keeping us updated on a daily basis as to what the status of the shelter in place order is - for example is placer county or the city of roseville

working with governor to reopen, what is the estimated date, any info would be nice. At this point we have no idea if this is supposed to last 1

more week or 2 more months! Also, what is the number of new cases in Roseville and Placer county daily

More COVID 19 tests.

Q5 Any other comments or suggestions about coronavirus impacts or ways to respond to them?

(282 responses by locals)

Thank you to Roseville for taking it seriously. I am annoyed at how many peopel are still going to te park across the street from our home!

Rent and affordable housing is an ongoing problem.

Again, reopen businesses.

OPEN our economy back up!! Let the citizen decide if they should go out. No more government restrictions.

My family was told to leave the Town Square when we were the only people there. We were told we could only pass through. This is contrary to the

message the City is putting out saying trails and open spaces are open. This type of foolishness and lack of common sense is the most frustrating

part of the shut down. There is no common sense!

Ensure seniors are receiving some type of contact regarding prescriptions and food.

Stimulus checks more than 1 time

Proactive communications to the community rather than passive communication requiring us to go look for what is available.

As the curve flattens, it's obvious that normal medical care services must start again. The city should encourage our hospitals to establish safe

procedures for getting back to normal. I'd sure hate to go out for a normal blood test, only to get the virus due to poor procedures.

Open up the outdoor spaces that are safe to use with reason. People need recreation to help stay both physically and mentally fit. Tennis courts,

golf courses, state parks that have trails on them.

Continue the shelter in place.

Stop investing in mass transit ad this adds to virus spread. Invest in true road expansion for this gridlock region.

Listen to health experts and not extremists right wing News bubbles.

It's time for all government levels to get the public back to a normal schedule. You can do that by conversing with the county health official and

state legislators and governor.

Keep the face mask requirement in public going even after country is open maybe up to a year or more.

I don't like Zero Dollar bail for criminals. This leads to repeat problems

Please allow all businesses to open - petition the Governor for relief from a blanket shelter-in-place for all of California.

No

The City is doing a fantastic job.

Collectively we need to be better, prepare better, and hold our elected officials to the highest of standards. It's astonishing that a country as strong

as America can be so weak in the face of this virus.

It is so sad to see so many people out of work. Two of my immediate family are struggling trying to get unemployment. I am hoping to see people

going back to work by June 1.

Overall, Roseville is doing a fantastic job keeping us safe and keeping things under control. Thank you for your leadership and communication as

things develop.

Let’s start reopening some things slowly . Everyone is out anyway and not following rules . So let’s start to reopen very slowly .

We must expect flare-ups of Coronavirus and prepare for that eventuality but that cannot be a reason to continue business shutdown.

The worst part is not being able to get together with family.

Ease social distancing restrictions and open parks and businesses.
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I feel like the homeless situation in Roseville needs taken care of. There are so many more in the parks and sleeping on the trails. They need

immediately put in motels and self quarantined. With the bathrooms closed I can imagine how much human waste is washing in to our creeks.

Let's hear from the Placer County Public Health Department. AND ... let's turn down the noise from the "me-too" entities that do nothing .... but use

this tragedy for advertisement/self-promotion.

Thank you for asking for our input.

Testing, testing, testing!

ASAP a mass and reliable testing should be in place for reopening the economy, second ASAP - mass immunization of the population

Don't look stupid like Placerville does.

Better information about the virus and why social distancing is important people are smart and willing to be reasonable in this trying time if there

was better understanding on the general public side of things. There is currently no trust in the government that they are working for the greater

good just petty name calling and finger pointing without any real solutions to the situation.

Mandatory masks should be worn in all stores by both employees and customers.

Stay safe!

I feel like we are destroying people’s lives and just putting off the inevitable. I hear that there is plenty of of room at the hospitals and they are not

filled with CV patients. If that’s true we flattened the curve too much. We can’t stay closed forever.

Stop threatening to ticket and jail citizens when our jails are releasing inmates.

when the mass testing for covid for immunity starts i believe the city should work with sutter and kaiser to set up the fairgrounds for an assembly

line testing or vaccine site.

stop creating scare tactics sure make people aware of the wuhan flu and call it want it is it came from wuhan china. why didn't placer county hand

out mask for their residents we should have medical supplies for our community and for our police ,fire emts we are not prepared for emergencies

we need to fix that

The number just don't justify the response and impacts. Tens of thousands of people of every age group and health category die every year from

the flu. It's not the governments job to keep me, my fat smoking neighbor or my 87 year old Mom safe from every illness at this level.

Allow retail stores to open provided customers wear PPE and are thermally scanned on entry. Restaurants should be opened if they have thermal

scanning and outdoor seating or well ventilated dining area with tables spaced with at least 10 foot separation, reservation required to limit the

number of customers at any one time..

Tired of politics constantly getting in the way. Our representatives need to think about everyone and forget political motivations.

High risk individuals could continue to self isolate while the rest of us get the economy back on track.

I am concerned about lost tax revenue in specific relation to the shuttering of the Galleria but generally due to lockdown. Our national approach

has been woeful compared to other countries (Denmark, New Zealand) who have been far better at supporting the people as opposed to big

business by way of mortgage/rent deferments, individual and small business support (UBI, etc.). I don't feel that we can solve this, but they will be

problems that we will have to confront.

It would be helpful if the city enforced some county directives such as keeping mass gatherings from occurring, and/or removing swings from

playgrounds, etc.

Open up businesses ASAP. Don’t close grocery stores to people that will create a huge panic. We can social distant and get people back to work.

Thank You

More than 50% of the people out are not using protection...why are the garden stores and the garden departments of store open?? Let alone

Walmart still selling EVERYTHING...not just estentials

Is there a better time to go groceries shopping and getting things in stock?

I think the stay at home with social distancing and hand wash ing have been appropriate. I would like to see businesses begin to open while

strongly encouraging social distancing.

Limit the time watching newscasts that continually stokes fear, panic and depression.

Worry about employees of essentials

The sooner we can get wide-spread testing, the better.

Keep getting info out on restrictions/guidelines like wearing masks, protocols for shopping, etc

I am concerned, not with the way the local government has responded to the current crisis, but with the way many citizens are responding. I

frequently see large groups gathering in parking lots or parks even though there are guidelines indicating against it. This is happening more

frequently the longer the shelter in place recommendations are active.

Let's us know what decisions Placer County is making and based on what days related to the virus.

Be prepared. STOP letting the criminals out, you are compounding the problems for later.

Seems like majority of people are concerned with socializing than taking necessary precautions

Being careful and social distancing far outweighs opening up the community...

Pretty sad we need this to teach adults to wash their hands again

New evidence is showing that the actual impact of the Covid-19 virus is much less than the national experts have been disclosing.

Placer County has a very low infection rate and it is time to start loosening up the restrictions on a very measured basis. All the businesses that

were closed simply can't afford to be shut down indefinitely.

Stay healthy, stay calm, stay at home, and send love and healing energy....... This is giving Mother Earth a long-deserved break from mankind and

she is healing!



Curious as to how the numbers are for Roseville. I can't find them anywhere. How many deaths - cases - etc. How are we doing?

Need better safeguards for people - not opening recreational facilities or any facilities until regular testing, and anti-body testing is in place.

NA

Do not rise to political or business pressure. Look to science and keep us safe! Flatten the curve

I am concerned that people aren’t taking this seriously, they think its a hoax or they cant catch or spread the virus. It’s about reminding people

that the life they save may be someone else.

It is critical that all city, county, state and federal officials clearly communicate the importance that mitigation steps, such as stay at home, are

working, that jumping back too soon can undue the positive effect these measures are accomplishing, that a second wave of the virus now when

PPE supplies, testing supplies, are low, could be worse then what we are dealing with currently. Think about the potential negative impact a second

wave could have on hospitals, first responders, grocery staff & supply chains, when they are already near capacity or running low on supplies.

Open up all Park and Recreation. I also need the Landfill open so I can make some dump run.

I believe the over all health care providers (1st respond, nurses, doctors, support staff are doing the best job they can with the information they

have, I praise our President too for frequent communication to the American people.

Hundred of thousands die of flu every year - we don’t shut everything down because we have a bad flu season.

There should be an easy, free and simple test that we can do at home to check if we are infected, immune, or carriers.

I don't believe that any public and social activites, including sports of all kinds, should open up before mid June, if then. I also believe

testing/treatment/vaccines, etc should be just as available/serious as was the polio pandemic in the 50's. I.E. sertain vaccines are to be

administered by pharmacies (per insurance mandates) but the supplies are limited. I have been on wait list over 6 months for Shingles vaccine. A

few hundred will not suffice. However, designated locations, i.e., Mahaney Sports/library, Maidu, Rocklin Comm Ctr, Fire Depts, etc. can set up sites

where entire neighborhoods would go for their vaccine.

Need to get the community back to work.

Suggest YouTube links of helpful ideas to get through the day. Like: how to bank online, how buy groceries online and have them delivered, how to

keep your home safe, etc.

. Place temporary limits on key products in all stores . Have masks available to everybody (as Fire Dept. Did during fires) . Hotlines to call when

feeling lonely or scared . List of clergy for religious connections

Any ideas on improving the delivery capability of local grocery stores? Hire more workers and delivery drivers?

Reopen America, each individual needs to be responsible and take their own necessary precautions

Follow state guidelines and mandates. Do not pay a lot of attention to Washington, as the information they are providing is inconsistent and

unreliable.

continue to promote Stay At Home! Roseville Transit drivers should be wearing masks. I saw 2 today who were not.

Don't let the cure be worse than the disease.

We can’t focus solely on stopping the spread, to detriment to our economy, There is a balance to be had, with herd immunity within our

communities that is often not spoke about.

Temperature checks & remind people using masks (no proof of efficacy) that maintaining social distance is most important!

please encourage the mayor of roseville and the governor to keep the restrictions in place for more time

Pick up your mail every other day to allow any present virus to die.

Helping folks get masks and gloves as needed.

Stay and home, wash your hands, and wear a mask in public. Place county has done an awesome job keeping the "sick" numbers down since the

beginning of April.

Being a senior with a couple health problems that would be impacted be getting the virus, I would like to be kept informed on where home testing

kits are on the spectrum. Not being able to have friends and family visit is one of the saddest part of this pandemic.

The data from our specific area is clear that the people that have died are old. The data does not show that young people are at that much risk.

The role of the government CAN'T be immortality for all. People will choose activities that are risky for them - driving, motorcycle riding, drinking

alcohol, using drugs, smoking. The government doesn't stop all life threatening activities. The government should stop intervening in everyone's

lives and infringing on our freedoms for the coronavirus. It makes no sense. It is running up a HUGE bill that we will all have to pay in the future.

I think it is a great time to rethink how we do things. The companies that adapt faster will thrive. More ways to work / teach remotely.

Flexible/remote schedules. Putting safety and families first is going to help businesses. This is not going away anytime soon so we are better off

making things better than they were than trying to “go back to normal”.

no

People hoard because they don't know what to expect. To the extent the city can encourage stores/businesses to continue outreach and to provide

ongoing information--it calms frayed nerves.

Please be kind, considerate and most importantly use the 6 feet social distancing parameter when outside, especially on public walking and biking

trails and shopping.

Be grateful. This is unprecedented and we should be maturing in our ability to be patient, kind and hopeful. We usually have so much of everything

including freedom.

Encourage the schools to continue their teacher’s car parades through the neighborhoods. Make sure the kids know they have not been forgotten.

In a weekly newsletter, highlight a local business that has online ordering or curbside delivery and promote residents patronizing that business.

People need to be respectful of the rules that are in place. We are all supposed to wear masks in public, and I see many who don't. This is not ok

with me.



Need more testing ASAP!

Don't open up too early and put us all at risk. That would just be stupid, and in two weeks we'd be locked down again tighter than a drum, with a

lot more of us sick. Please be prudent and careful, and save lives.

its stupid its politics of destruction brought by the democrat's

Listen to health experts for guidance

Let's get back in business, Roseville. Time to lead.

Allow people to use some park facilities that lend themselves to social distancing measures like tennis courts or the track but following strict social

distancing rules including cloth face covers.

Comment: some protesters are probably Trumpsters. It’s so bad at this time.

I believe the city have done a decent joso far. However the RCSD may have over reached by cancelling school.

Citizens health first and foremost.

For the sanity and mental health of the community, when we start easing off it may be good instead of isolating per household that we isolate into

pairs or small groups of households.

Roseville manages adventure club but has not opened any facilities for essential personnel. I understand it may be hard to bring in staff in this

environment as they may not want to work, but at least a few designated sites should be established in the city for essential personnel.

Please make masks mandatory

This is not a virus generated crisis. This is a government incompetence crisis. Shame! Shame! and Shame!

Any other protection for businesses during all the mandates for this pandemic. this would be really sad to return to a society where most

businesses were closed so either there weren't jobs to go to or there weren't places of businesses to go to.

Open parks, trails and city plazas. Even if crowds happen, which I doubt will be the case, the risk is low and the benefits from sunshine (Vitamin D),

exercise, and fresh air for physical and mental health is so important. I wouldn't be surprised to learn our county has lost more people to suicide

from this situation than from the virus itself.

City of Roseville has had great communication

At some point, reduced city revenue is going to become a problem. While now is not the time, at some point in the future, this needs to be

addressed.

Not seeing family members and best friends is really hard. I'm not sure how to handle this though.

Based on the impact/deaths/cases/statistics we are way over reacting to the end of destroying the middle class

Thanks to the city and Dr. Sisson’s team!!

I’ve never missed going to work more and look forward to creating a new normal while trying to help friends and families “from a distance”. Thank

you for offering us the ability to provide feedback, it is another way for showing you care deeply about our community.

As a community we should set up places where those can receive financial help

Testing first for medical and food supply workers.

Not at this time

Thank you Roseville for all you’ve done already I am blest to live here.

extend stay in place

I think communication is the key. Silence is not golden. I listen to any news I can find from whoever wants to share

Hard to find cleaning products, like hand sanitizer, wipes, paper towels and toilet paper. Don't want to traipse around to different locations to find,

so doing without, for now.

You're not in an easy position--please consider carefully and rise above public pressure. If we relax constraints too early, the benefit seen so far will

be lost. If we wait too long, the economic impact will be worse than it had to be. We can't avoid the economic impact, and since we don't have

sufficient testing to know when the virus is winding down, it's a guessing game. I understand your struggle trying to balance on this razor's edge. I

wish you wisdom, public-mindedness, and rhinoceros-like skins in your evaluation, research, and decision-making.

We need to balance the pandemic issues with the country's financial and business difficulties. The regular flu kills up to 61,000 people per year. It

looks like this pandemic will do the same. In the first instance, we don't shut down life. It's time to get back to normal living.

Create an e-market for the farmers market in downtown Roseville. Farmers have the produce they cannot sell, they can sell on a city of Roseville

website and delivery to door possibly. Look at all things the city of Roseville sponsors and see how it can move strictly online and delivery service.

Sure older generations like brick and mortar but our society is moving away from brick and mortar stores.

no

Arrest people who can't follow direction. They will be the people that get us all sick or dead.

More leadership from the White House with less false and misleading information, so local governments can do what they need to do to get past

this pandemic.

Saw on nextdoor where some punks were helping themselves to someone else's things from their home while they were away and RPD said they

weren't taking those calls. Is that true?

Until a proven vaccine is available (in a year?) all of our efforts are really going to "flatten the curve". People need to understand when we reopen

our economy, which we should carefully do as soon as we can, we can expect more to get sick. So let's have a coordinated plan to start letting

people go back to work incrementally and adjust the rate of that effort based on keeping the curve flat enough to not exceed the capacity of our

healthcare systems. Working from home when possible, managing appt schedules in offices, distance learning for schools, etc to keep the spread

rate down.



Please open up businesses in Placer County. The cases of the virus do not support the devastation the government is causing.

We are living through public health history and our community has stepped up. Despite the early success, we must continue to remain vigilant and

practice physical distancing so that we keep our community, including are most vulnerable members, healthy.

Continue to remind the public through media resources available to practice physical distancing and be patient - breaking rules and losing one's

temper will NOT HELP the situation.

Act like an intelligent adult...not like our President!

Doing a great job City of Roseville. Thanks for all the valuable updated information.

Any path forward has to have a balance of the health and safety of all of us, getting the economy going again, helping those who are in need, while

also protecting our basic freedoms. That's a lot to take into account!

Just opening things back up, the sooner the better, but in safe ways of course. If we could begin the anti-body testing I feel like a LOT of us are

already immune. I think it's gone through here already.

Do what the officials tell us

Recommend people use delivery to keep less people in stores

I've said enough, NOW IT UP TO YOU, ELECTED AND NON ELECTED BUREAUCRATS; PUT POLITICS ASIDE AND DO SOMETHING TODAY. make a

decision and live with it!!!

I think that we in California are extremely fortunate to have an intelligent and concerned and involved governor. I do not agree with his take on

every subject, but his perspective is humane and data-driven - aware of scientific assessments - sound decisions. The community has to be fully

aware of the needs of people who live here - and we need a central website where needs are listed and the where assistance can be provided.

Three friends had covid19. 2 returned to work after dr oks. Later found they were still positive when required to test by work-- after exposing

others. Horrific! This will never be under control until testing is easy and widespread.

This quarantine is ridiculous. We can’t hole up every time someone’s happens. Herd immunity works and we’re going against nature.

Maybe the herd mentality is best

Our bed capacity in hospitals is sufficient. The number of new cases a day has been consistent. The Public Health Officer should have a dashboard

like Sutter County, which shows surrounding counties. How many of the 130-135 positive cases have recovered? If NYC can talk about opening

restaurants, Placer County which is nowhere as dense should be able to

Also I think it would be very helpful to show the actual cases - including recovery rates - and some way to coordinate relief efforts for our own city -

those out of work- Needing food, help etc how can we help? I’ve heard domestic violence and child abuse is up. Is this true for our city? How can

we help? Does the city have means to help our small businesses with loans or are thy relying on a federal government that’s too large to help

locally?

I think HIGH RISK people can choose to continue to isolate themselves, but since the vast majority of people have mild or no symptoms if they

even contact the Corona Virus, we all need to get back to a thriving USA.

Testing, testing, testing......

With the various health departments responsible for implementing a mitigation program, maybe the state needs to develop some guidelines on

how the health departments implement the program. For instance, I have been golfing and it's hard to know when a health dept is opening or

shutting courses or exactly why. Just having the health depts. doing a standardized weekly update all on the same day would be helpful. Then

develop a web site that has all of the health dept weekly reports in one place with the same format.

The City is doing a great job communicating to residents and businesses, but businesses won't be able to recover if closed much longer.

How to find truthful answers.

Open the hospitals to elective surgery. Hospitals in the area are ghost towns.

It's time to get people back to work.

We should all proceed with caution as far as opening everything up again. Opening up the economy does no good if a lot more people die.

Encourage all levels of government to get as much testing happening as soon as possible. It is our only practical way out of our predicament

Bored stiff, but DO NOT WANT THE GOVERNOR TO GIVE IN TO PRESSURE TO "LIBERATE" CALIFORNIA AND OPEN BUSINESSES. OPENING TOO EARLY

COULD START THIS WHOLE PROCESS AGAIN, WITH YET MORE ILL AND DEATHS.

Open the state parks (Folsom lake SRA) and enforce social distancing in the park. Restrict groups larger than 10, etc.

Expand meals-on-wheels type services for those who have lost jobs, incomes, etc.

Half of the city seem to be under restrictions while the other half seem to be living life normally. I don't think everyone is getting a uniform

message. There are still many cars out and my neighbors down the street just had a party over the weekend on the sidewalk. Go figure. What are

we supposed to follow? Peer pressure or rules?

Daily reporting and more specifics are essential.

If we overwhelm the healthcare system, there’s not much we can do to save people. Economically it seems there’s a lot of ways we can be creative

to help ourselves and others...not to minimize the struggle of people suffering economically, but help everyone survive. Spotlight creative solutions

others have figured out, find business people willing to donate services like tax prep, or tutoring for example. Think outside the box and provide a

sense of hope.

Being wise is important and safe, but keeping people cooped up inside can cause other issues like depression. There needs to be some common

sense.

Would like to see church services return using common sense: gloves or masks for those that are vulnerable. Businesses open same as the above.

Small business loans are necessary so as to revive business.

We need more trash cans along our trails (especially where trails merge/divide off so that citizens can properly deposit their trash and dog bags)



Love the City of Roseville and thankful for them. Let's do the new normal and have small groups socially correct especially for students that don't

have anything to do and businesses so they can remain afloat.

Keep the public announcements coming.

I feel that the City of Roseville is the best run place I have ever lived and i've lived in many cities and states over the years. Some roads though are

in need of repair, especially Junction from Woodcreek to Foothills. It's almost like a ride at an amusement park... not good. The slurry in Sun City

last put down was a disaster from the beginning, too.

The City of Roseville should offer a hotline for seniors needing emergency supplies. City employees can deliver items. The City of Torrance,

California does this

Other than working from home, my life hasn't changed much. The isolation is getting much, but I support the order.

Many businesses or activities have social distancing built in. Mail man, landscapers, gardeners, pool maintenance, pest control, golfing, etc. should

be able to open. If needed, you can put social distancing and face covering requirements. Many are doing it already. All retail location employees

should ware face coverings to protect customers.

I was surprised to see golf courses, tennis courts, etc. back in business. I believe this is premature and hope that it does not end up negatively

impacting residents health.

I feel we should let businesses reopen with new requirements for distancing and disinfecting surfaces.

N/a

I’m sure this shelter in place is hurting families with children out of school, no daycare and some are out of work. For my family it is ok to stay

home. For the safety of the essential workers the more people who follow the guide lines the better.

There needs to be a balance between the health panic, financial realities, and mental health. People will simply not comply indefinitely with hard-

core measures, but slowly opening things up and encouraging responsible social interaction will go a long way towards preventing health issues

while maintaining peoples' sanity.

Get officers walking and talking to people who aren’t following the rules. Maybe give them a paper about the rules.

Please don’t believe everything you hear. Even if you really want it to be true, you really need to be sure about your data before letting your

emotions decide what is true.

It is too soon to re-open, as there are still several people that most likely have been incubating starting around Easter.

Closed nonessential businesses should be able to open with social distancing.

need a break on untilities right now, I charged on credit to pay Aprils, that is going to add up quickly & I had just gotten myself out of debt from the

2009 crisis, any help including a biz loan would be a help. & for some reason I am not getting the stimulus ck in yet

Because we in California are finding out larger numbers of people likely had virus and recovered, it greatly reduces percentage of death rate.

Solutions need to be appropriate for level of problem. Are 6 million Californians unemployed because we shut down our economy for a virus that is

less lethal than a bad flu season? We didn't know a lot at beginning. We know more know. Perhaps it's time to ease stay-at-home restrictions while

still promoting caution when out in public.

Don’t relax our SIP measures too soon. A hundred years of history shows being too eager will lead to increased illness and death. Let public heath

professionals, not politicians or whiny internet commenters, determine what’s safe for the residents of Roseville, including our incredibly high

population of vulnerable residents. We chose this place to live because it’s good for retirees, good for access to heath care for those who need it,

and good for families. All of those populations must continue to be protected, including from otherwise heathy, asymptomatic carriers who have no

clue they could infect someone else.

People need to stay home

This is ridiculous and the extremes our county has gone to with so few deaths is absurd. Makes me consider what state to move to and sadly 2 of

our friends have already left Roseville because of this idiotic state and now ridiculous city.

I am very concerned with anything happening to my elderly mom who lives with us because I know it would not be good for her to be in the

hospital alone without me and what I hear is hospitals are not allowing anyone to stay inside or visit who is not a patient. This is one of my greatest

fears right now. We are keeping my mom inside the house but she really wants to go outside and I feel the house confinement is a real stress for

her causing decline. The link at the end of the survey for more information about COVID-19 is broken.

We must reopen our businesses. This shut down is wrecking us!! People DEPEND ON SMALL BUSINESSES for their livelihood. REOPEN OUR STATE!!!

Have our homeless been given shelter and protection? Those of us with homes and pensions don't always realize how little others have.

Give us our freedom. I prefer dangerous freedom over peaceful slavery.

An observation on restaurants offering `to go/take-out' menu/food. Unlike the grocery stores, not enough restaurants are providing their order

takers/cashiers with enough items to keep them and customers un-contaminable. Witnessed staff w/o masks, gloves, wipes (for customers and

staff) and no paper menus. Some use the same menu handed from person to person. How gross! So, I head to fast-food places where food,

preparation and customers are handled better.

I'd like to hear more from experts like Dr. Anthony Fauci and Dr. Deborah Birx. I'd like more details of immune response to virus and how to conquer

COVID-19 coronavirus so we can rid it from society so no more humans die from it.

We need a healthcare system that care for all without bankrupting people.

The county should mail 2 masks to every household in Placer county. Having free give-aways do not reach enough people. I can’t locate a mask to

purchase. I did try to make one, without a sewing machine.

Very concerned about the long term effects of being controlled by government for a long period of time and effect it has on society.

I love this city. Lived here over 20 years. So proud to see my neighbors coming together to help each other. I’m also cherishing this gift of time with

my teens.

outreach to seniors who are alone and have no family or support

Reduce excessive government control.



Open for business as soon as possible

Not sure that the extreme close down are as necessary in placer county with so few cases here

As a community, we need to emphasize the needs of small businesses and help them in any way we can.

Follow the recommended guidelines

Make sure the rules are being enforced for everyone. No one should be gathering at local parks, etc., without consequence. We all want this to be

over but if people are still out where they shouldn't be, we will be kept inside forever.

People still don't understand the serious danger this disease poses to everything and everyone we hold dear. How to explain that when our

national leadership is continuing to perpetuate lies and even foment unrest. This is outrageous.

Remind people about the 1940's food rations. Remind people about churches and schools being closed in 1918. There's this lack of memory of

history and folks feeling victimized like this is new.

For our household, this has been a relatively minor inconvenience and Lord willing, it will remain that way. Thank you for all of the efforts that the

City of Roseville has put into mitigation, awareness and outreach. And thank you for asking the community.

This has been overhyped

I appreciate what has been done so far. I do feel like I have to go looking for correct facts and that the information coming from Placer County is

contradictory. Everyone getting on the same page and having a clear plan that is widely publicized with checkpoints that show how we are going to

return to normal would be mentally helpful. A lot of us believed our purpose was to flatten the curve but now it seems like that has happened and

there is no progress toward the next objective. What is the city's next objective? The county's? How can we help get the testing that is needed?

Promote ideas and suggestions for supporting local businesses.

Be aggressive in searching for all available resources. Check with civic, government and social programs.

INFORSE masks be worn

I request that Placer County Health Dept., start using percentages for reporting statistics. Such as, % of deaths by age group which helps put in

perspective, those most at risk. Or % of positive tests from # of those tested, which today is 4,902 positive and 33,865 tested in California. That's,

as Gov. Newsome would call a 14% "ATTACK" rate. Not his original 56%, that was used to close down the state.

The parks need to be opened up.

Listen to the medical experts. Their advice is working.

Not at this time. Is there a way to do road maintenance now that the traffic has been reduced?

Buy American made!

Help with social distances @ parks

nothing to report at this time

We appreciate the city trying to do everything we can but we are looking forward to and hoping the city begins to open soon.

be kind to each other

Pray for our country and that the President makes better choices for our welfare and not his own.

The work from home is a positive rising out of Coronavirus pandemic, and it shows teleworking can and should be approved and encouraged in the

future also, it will motivate employees, reduce traffic and pollution.

Open up, get folks working again. This has been an over reaction

Schools shutdown way too early, prematurely. Parents not prepared to homeschool, It is a financial burden on families to work and homeschool

children at same time.

City leadership and staff are doing a great job communicating through email newsletters and Nextdoor, as usual, despite the challenges right now.

I feel informed and connected. Thank you!

Children need to play outside

Stop teenagers from drinking at local parks and behind the HP building

open businesses back up. we are fortunate enough to still be able to work, but many of my neighbors are not. putting people back to work will be

the best way to help

Thank you for opening the golf courses.

I’d like to see widespread testing. Antibody and viral testing so that we can make decisions about reopening in an educated way.

It has been a very difficult month. As a small-business owner -- one-person company -- I'm not sure what to expect, but I know others have it much

worse. I believe the city needs to come up with a way to celebrate when this is all over. I'm not exactly sure what this looks like, but we -- like all

communities -- need something to help us recover emotionally, financially and ... Well, in every way.

I think the city should rethink shutting down parks and playground equipment. But I do realize someone people / kids will not respect social

distancing and have consequently ruined it for us all.

I see people stepping up and volunteering to help one another, that is amazing. Let’s continue focusing on staying home and helping the most

vulnerable of our community

I want to thank the City of Roseville for not rushing to reopen. We can get through this if we keep our heads and stay patient.

only place people can go is doctors and groceries. There are 7 days the week. Sunday last name A-E, Monday F-J and so on. anyone out during that

time that doesn't follow the rules, arrest them and make them sign a sworn document they will not seek medical help.

Please open the dog parks again - it is my dog's only way to get the real exercise he needs.



Nope

assuming everyone has the virus and statements like defeat covid-19. Leaves people with the impression that the virus can be defeated if we just

stay home. Staying home is not something that can continue, it is killing businesses and the economy and will lead to greater long term impact on

the populous.

More loan funds for small business City hire more employees to keep community from high unemployment Start infrastructure or deferred

maintenance project spending

How do we identify businesses or households that have been infected? A list would be helpful.

Be optimistic and don't believe the fear propagated by media and social outlets. Minimize politicizing the issue and remain calm. There is hope and

all this will pass. Many are hurting and many are thriving, but everyone's impact is different. Remind people to respect that.

Have the police and fire depts. put more positive stories they encounter on Facebook like Placer Sheriff does. I’m sure they see good stuff every

day. It would be nice to see more of it.

Keeping the communities spirits up, my mental health is at an all time low so I think some regulated "car drives" with teachers and students helps

a lot.

It’s a blessing to live in Roseville the support from neighbors and city

Get Gavin newsom off all the stations at noon, every day for an hour😱 Stop running for president during this virus. 15 minutes every other day to

update public is quite enough I'm more sick of newsom than I am of the virus, although I appreciate all he's doing, he's becoming very tiresome,

not to mention he takes over my favorite programs at noon, Amy Robach of Pandemic.

Tell our elected officials to take care of our small businesses. We are the lifeblood of our communities and without the support many of us are not

going to be able to recover from the closures

Please work extra hard to get the word out about all of the scams. People take advantage of these times and I'm seeing a ton of them. In fact, it

would be good to include in your newsletter every week as a regular segment listing the new ways scammers are trying to catch people and have

a link for readers to report scams so you can learn of new ways early. Lately it's been emails notifying people they are putting a charge through

from a business they know you are connected to. They look real, but they are a scam. People are hurting financially and can't afford to be

scammed. Thank you for considering.

Share more information about local outlets for testing. Not necessarily in the short term, but for the longer term - to the extent it's known. And

there are two types of tests of interest: 1)testing if you have the virus and 2) testing if you have the antibodies. Thanks!

Opening businesses and getting back to "normal" should not happen too soon. Caution must be taken because the value and health of the citizens

over business profit is paramount.

People will not keep the separation distance which will cause the pandemic to last much longer

Impacts is that there will be many empty commercial office spaces if you don't start letting people make some money. In turn the city will not get

revenue which will be a domino effect.

Ensure all comply with distancing, e.g. the religions.

Homeless and food banks

We should consider things like universal basic income and use this time to build up our community so we are stronger and more prosperous on the

other side of this.

outdoor activities are essential. Boating, fishing hiking camping. you're choking out possible economic assists. People are wanting to spend

money... you're not allowing it...

We, USA (CDC), should be counting the number of covid-19 deaths like every other country is doing. In reality our number of deaths in America are

not correct. If a person dies from a heart attack, kidney failure, stroke, etc., and has a positive covid-19 test result, the cause of death is

documented as covid-19 and not actual cause of death. The frustrating part of this shut down is there are other agendas in play and bvb using this

scare tactic is getting old.

Share Specifics about the virus in Roseville. How many cases are in Roseville, sadly any deaths.

People need to see as much normalcy as possible. Send the street sweepers around with a sign that says they are spreading disinfectant also. Just

a bit of bleach would do it. Some drive through activities would be great. Like an art show on Vernon. But a drive through. A drive in concert. Use

the galleria parking lot for a drive-in concert. I would think that people would jump at the chance for a semi social activity that got them out of the

house.

Education of our citizens as to the on going issue of the virus and staying safe yet open what can be for the mental and physical well being of all.

No

1. Testing seems to be the key to moving forward. 2. The sooner we re-start businesses, the better for everyone.

Set up guidelines to reopen businesses with smart.

City of Roseville has been very responsive and appropriate with everything they have implemented. People just need to obey the 'no groups' rule in

public.

Keep us informed of how it impacts us in Placer county

Don’t give in to protestor demands

Get people tested for antibodies so we can be sure that not as many people are dying as everyone fears

Just grateful I live in Roseville. :-)

Open things back up. I’m concerned about the price our society is paying now and decades to come.

Maybe require everyone to wear masks at all times when outside their homes

Arrest people who break quarantine.

Keep stay in place until it is really safe. Take it slow...



grateful for the City's communications

Ask businesses who can continue to have people work remotely to do so. This will help with the economic impact as well as health.

Tax relief for essential workers

No

Getting right-winged people to believe how serious the virus is and not fight the stay in place orders, go against our Governor and act responsibly

by wearing a mask in public. Too many are not which puts other people's health at risk included the employees at the stores where they are

shopping. The City should come out and recommend or mandate masks in public line Los Angeles. Staying silent on this issue is not helping those

of us who are at high risk

COVID-19 is a small consideration for the public. we can mitigate any impacts by having smart solutions. Keep crowd sizes down by scheduling

people at different times, whether grocery shopping etc. COVID will continue to be amongst the population, but in a smaller and smaller way. need

to get input from business to find what will work for them and for the health of the public.

No, our city is doing a wonderful job! Thank you.

Use charitable drives to have homemade masks available to all

Stop gardeners from blowing. Countless times, I find people, unmasked blowing dust and debris at school, in parking lots, between cars, and into

the streets. It is insane. This should be banned altogether. Our air is filthy and now increasingly toxic. Stop spreading poison on lawns (that are

really weeds anyway) in these toxic times. With people walking (without mask) more often, the toxins in the yards really also needs to be banned.

Increase access to teleconferences. For all the technology that I know we have in California (being a retired engineer) it is astonishing how few

people get on line, simultaneously to have a conference, with several windows open or a wide view of the room. This is absolutely effective, and I

have to wonder about the people that continue to insist on being face to face in buildings whose ventilation screams for attention more often than

not (and racks up even more expense in managing buildings we really do not need to occupy to get our jobs done).

Just stay home younger people you are the ones killing off everyone. They think its all about the money they care whos left. They know they will be

& they just care about having everything opened again. We lost so many people in china we could be next if we think only about the dollar not

about all the lifes we need to save its the rigjt thing to do.
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